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EFFECTSf THE EFFECTS OF SMALL4-GROUP DISCOVERY LEARNING ON STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT
AID ATTITUDES IN CALCULUS.%.Brechting, Sister Maty Catherine; Hirsch,
Christian R. MATYO.Journal, v11.n2,cpp77 -82, Spring 1977.

Expanded Abstract andAnalysisPreparedEspecially for I.M.E. by Douglas
T..0wens, The University ofsBriiish Columbia.

1. PurpOse, 4

The purpose of'this study,was to "...investigate the relative efficaay
of a-small groupdiscoverY' method and'the conventional lecture-discussion 6
'method in promoting concept attainment','skill aciiisition, and favorable
attitudes, toward mathematics in an introductory Calculus course" (p. 77). '

Yyde;v.
. Rationale

Tito: studyIwas based upon three. assumptiorit: (1) studL;ntS.dhould be -

aqtive'participants in the process of ldarning.mathematics; (2) the ,

student should discover for himself or herself as great a part of the,
mathematics as feasible; (3) learning is a social activity in which the
learner is'a partner in a shared activity. The study was undertaken to
provide further empirical dita regarding the viability of a small -group'
'discovery approach to calcus instruction which was formulated and .

tedted by Davidson(1971).

. Research-Design and Procedure /

Subjects for. the study were 46 students enrolled-in two afternoon
sections of an introductory csiculus course during winter Semester at ,
Western Michigan University. Tne section was chosen ta use the experi-
mental materials (N and the other was designated the .control group

* 25). For instruction, the experimental section was divided into
five groups of fonr or five with the- flexibility, of reorganizing the
groups between units of instruction. With guidance from the instructor,
the students formulated definitions, constructed examples and,counter -
examples, discovered tqchniques for solving classes of problems, and r
developed the usual *kills of a traditional calculus course. The same-
content was covered by the:experimental and control JgrOups. The dentrol
grogp was apparently taught by a' different instructor whose methods were
representative of'a conventional lecture-discussion approach.

Subjects were given a pretest of 35 multiple- choice itemt to measure
pre -calculus competence in algebra and analytic geotetry. The reliability
estimate (KR -20).,wat'086. The post -test of achievement consisted of 36
multiple-choice items, in-which items measuting understanding of concepts
alternated with items testing manipulative skills. The KR-20 reliability
estimate far the total test was 0186, for the subtexts

-ln
were not repoited: As

The Aiken -Dreger Revised Mathematics Attitude Scale (Aiken, 9t3)
was administered tiice as pre -.and post-measures of.attitude to rd
mathematics.. IrCadgtion, the subjeCts in the experimental grou ere

.r



asked to-complete an open-e nded questionnaire regaling their learning
environment.

One-way analyses of covariance with *pre-calculu1 stest scores as.the
.

covariate were performed on, the data from*the skills sibtest, the concepts
buOtest, and totalachievement. Similarly, analysis of covariance was used \
to analze the attitude data with thepre-treatment attitude sires as:
the'cov 5F iate.. The investigators were careful to check for homogeneity
of regression. in eac analysii.

.
.

4. -Findings,
4

Significant differences were. found in favor of the treatment groups
:4-for total aChievement,(p < .02) and skill acquisition (p < .01). No

significant difference was foudd for concept attainment, but the observed
differences favOred the experimental group. A post hoc analysts showed
a significant interaction < .02) between pre- calculus competence and
treatment on only those (apparently seven) items dealing with differentia-
tion concepts.

.

There was no signific i difference between treatment groups with
regard to attitudes toward mathematics, but the observed difference favored
the experimental group. Results of the open-ended questionnaire were
generally favorable. Twenty-six positive comments were summarized, with
an'indication that there were manymore,,and only two negative comments
were given by two students., -

i

5. InterPretattOns-
u

/ .

./ a.t Generally, use of a small-group discovery.deaspOg method
.

4.. can be an effective means of improving ktudeit achievement,

especially skill acquisition, in an introductory calculus -..

course. y,
, t

.

b. It was suggested that the difficulty othe items on the ' ,

.1.: . concept test may have resulted in random 'errors of mew, '

sureMent and.reduced the possibility of finding alf
significant difference. The significant interaction'on
the post hoi analysis was interpreted to mean that etu-
dents who scored above 14 on'the pre-calculus test (the

.60'..?.....././
1*

.

point at whichthe lines' intersected). tied abetter under&
standing of differentiation if they were in the Small-
groupidiscovery settings and students who scored 14 or
less did better in the dcaiventionalilectlfe-situation.

///

c. Moat students had faverlte attitudei toward thesmalI7
group, discovery method, Improvement of attitudes toward

.
,

mathematics were only slight..-Atatudestoward ma-the-

yA

matics.in the control group'declined.
,

. -

It

.

a. appears small-group discovery learning-is a .

viable alternative to conventional instruction in
introductory calculus., . .

°2. 6

t

p.



e. 4-
It Seems desirdble to investigate
calculus courses.

7 Commentary

s method in pre,

t.

1 1 The investigators are Co be commended for do g a useful piece of .

research. Ascertaining Alternative methods of clic instruction is a,
worthwhile area for investigation.,

el-.

,,. The report implied, but never explicitly' stated, a
I
t different ,

instructors were used for small-group discovery and`tra tiodal leahre-
discussion treatments. Thus, apparently, there was no'c trol over the .

confounding of a possible."instructor'effict" and the trea ment.
k

a A reliab9.ity estimdte is reported for the total posttest. Wouldn't
it be desirable also to know the reliabilities .of the twoeubteits of ,

concepts an4 skills' since interpretations of these results are to be made?
What was the reliability of the subtest on whici the ,interaction effect
?eta found? .

4

In the investigators'-discosion section, it was mentioned gat an
item analysis had been. performed!on the concepts and skills subtats.
There were other instances of results being. reported for the first time
in the discussidn section. Would "'it be; referaBle to include these as,
results of the study before.they are used as a basis for interpretation?

The investigators had .a tendency to report "observed" differences in
group means and interpret "slight" diffdtences when differences were not
statistically significant.' Itseems preferable to more rea4ily accept a
'nisi' hypothesis-of no difference in these instances.'

.*

\ References ,
-:

,'

.
I.,

Aiken, L. R. Personality Correlated of Attitude Toward Mathematics. L.-

- Journal of Education Research, v56, pp476-480,.1963.
%

Davidson, N. The Small Group Discovery'Method as Applied in Calculus
Instruction. American Mathematical Monthly, v78, pp789 -791, 1971.
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PROBABILITY AND STATISTICS IN HIGH SCHOOL?. Callihaz2 Hubert D.; Bei','

Frederick H. school SCiandhand Mathematics, v77 $.pp418 -426', May-

June 1977. , :

.-1
Expanded Abstract and Analysis" Prepared Especially.forjallE. byRebert

University' of Missouri:.

1.. PUrpose

The purDose of this aktudy was to gather Information about probability
and statistics offerings in Pennsylvania secondary schools. The study'

sought to answer specific questions such as:

a(a) Do teachers think probability and stat istics courses
belong inthesecondary mathematics curriculum?

CO Do secondary mathatatice teachers think they are adequately
'prepared to offer probability and statistics courses?

(c) What variables affect the, probability and statistics offer-

ings in secondary schools? 4

2. Rationale

or.

V

-Probability and btaiistics are very mikkapar; of our daily lives..
It is essential that students develop ru4imentary concepts oar probability
and statistics; Such recommendations have been made by various groups:
Commission on Mathematics, 1959;:Cmbridge Conference, 1963; and the
Committee on Undergraduate Programs in Mathematics, 1971. It is important
that the current impact of, these tecommendations on mathematics prbgrams
be assessed. Such information will provide valuable baselines data -for
determining where we are and provide evidince to help promote future
curriculum change. "

3N Research Design and Procedure

A data form and an opinnionaire designed by-the researchers CO
determine various infprmation related to probability and statistics were
sent to 200 Pennsylvania secondary scho 'bls randomly selected from those

listed in the College Blue Book.

4. . Findinks , .

One hundred fifty-eight (79%) of the data forms and opinionnaires

were returned: Here are some highlights of the 'findings:

15Z of the scheeti offered a complete'ssmesper cou
probability and statistics.

74% felt that a-prObability course"should be included in the

secondary curriculua....

4
8
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C . t . if /. .
. r ,

, ,

. . %

50% felt thava'course in statifticil inference'should, be . ,.

.included in the secondarY curriculum.
..

" f . . '

.1

. 90% of the ifdiools.reptwted .they Thad at 1pasf dim: i1Clity
member qualified to teal! a course in probability and statistics.

/ .

33% of the schools not currently offeying a course in probabllity
and statistic's reported they were planning to offer sueh a course.

, .

. . .

17% felt that teacher preparation pt' grams were adeq)satelY perer.
paring mathematics" chers with regard to p6bibility and .

statistic; 49% felt they were not adequately- preparing teethe
in this regard.

.

.
.

The most frequently cited reasons for not offering a'-- rs n
:

probability and /or statistics were ladk A time in the Itch du (33%) and.

not enough mathematics teaches available (15%):
..: 1

In addihion torepor g' these destriptlive statisti the authorspia
reported results from se eral chi sqldare tests. Here a some of the
findingd: .

.4.The amount of probability and statistics offer is not
significantly related (p < :40) related to s ol size.

Availability of qualified Astructorsin obability and . .4

statistics is significantly (p < .05) de ndent upon the
school size.

Future plans of schoolehaving-no go ses in probability. ind/
or statistics-are not significantly Dependent (p < .54) upon
teachers' opinions about statisti belonging in the secondary
curricula:a.

5 Interpretations

Most secondary, marhematita ethers is fdel that
probability and statistics belon in the secondary curriculum. MOre than
half .the schools are planning c rses ia probability and/or statistics in
the near future,. rn. light of is movement, it is sad that few teachers '

feel that teacher education p ogress are preparing prosiective teachers 4

to handle 'doursee in probabil ty and/or staOistios.
4

Critical tommentary
4

ThiA type of status study is needed across -the country. If pi8vides
a glappse of the current statue of probability and statistics in the over-'?
chtaging secondary mathematics program.

9
I



, 4-In reading t
came-to mind;

(1) *Was the
samplin

41,pepulat

a questi
seems li
schools
a small p
number of
tively enr
schooll. No

, 41 were mentio

t

is reseJrch report the folloling questions-and_ concerns.

./

e an inherent bias in the sample? A simple random
was used. The College Blue Book provided the
-list of schools..°ThiS.listing of schools raises

dabout the representativeness of the sample. It
iy/that the sample will be weighted smaller
ich, although greater.in,nuMber,lectually enroll
oportion of studeats. ,On'the other han4..the
arge schools is much smaller, yet they collec-
11 a.higher percentage of the total students in
mehtion of this bies,or,safekuarde against it

(2) Operati4a1
instructors,,"

and oatisties
to probability
clear understan
researchers, par

-.elusions are frau
this reviewer avoi
to schools' curric
or "traditibnal."

connotations and too
discussidn.

finitionS-of key,tertas such as "qualified,
"portion of course devoted to probability

and "substantial part of purse devoted
d statistics,'! are needed: Without a
g of just' what these terms mean --by

icipants; and readers- =any releted cdn-
ht witfi'danger. For that very-reason
ed any discussion of findingsvrelated
aas "modern,"7"middle of the-roall,".
ese ar loaded with many different

y milperEsinties to warrant

(3) Somekadditional ielatio
using'thePsame data. Fo

hips might have been'explored
instance, was dhere a signifif
chools with at leatt one
se 'schodls,uhich offered a
y and/or statistics? Is

ip between those who say a

visit relationship between

''complete
instructor and

'complete course in probabil
there,a significant, relation

course fn probability belongs in the secondaty curriculum
and whether or not their school,is.offeting such a course?

446

Shotad, similar studies be made, it would be Interesting to explore
several additional areas. An curriculum, for example, what is the nature
of probability and/or statistics courses? A* there universally common
topics? Hbw much time is devoted to them?. In teacher preparation, it
would be valuable to know just how---6ese tea ded *hether or not
they had aaculty member qualified to etach a cou e in probability and/
or statistics. .What type of background did they consider necessary? How
many urses (9nd what type) would be necessary to prepare qualified
ins btors? How do these suggestions compare with current mathematics
education pfograms for'preparing prospective secondary teachers?

144
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COMPARATIVE EFFECTS OF 'THREE SEQUENCES OF MOVES FOR TEACHING SELE
MATHEMATICAL CONCEPTS TO COLLEGE STUDENTS. 'Catanxano, R.; Godwin,
Journal for Research in Mathematics Education,' 17,pp.2764-2894 1976.

.

Expanded Ahstract,an'd Analysis 14epared Especia14:for
George W.- Bright, Northern Illinois University.

1. Purpose
0

6 ..10 f
4 ' .The primary purpose of thestudyAiss-to 'test .the effectiveness of

three sequences of teaching 'naves in teaching three unrelated mathematics
, concepts to prospective elementary-school teachers. A secondary purpose
wee to gather information on the length of time required to teach each
sequence, the preference of students for the sequences, student recogni,-
ion of differences in the sequences, and the difficulty Of Using the
,sequence. .

. Rationale

.
, I

.10

The' study, derived from Henderson's.model for the teaolpg of /
mathematics, extended two earljer experiments by'altering theinstructional
mode and by:measuring multiple levels,of abstraction and the sense of
Diepes.

3. Research Design and Procedure
, .

. ..
, <

.
.

' The concepts of (a)' phrtitioning.Of a.set, (b) function, and (c) mad
5 addition were taught by three sequences of moves:

i.
E. . i , characterization-exemplification CO6

ti

ECE: exemplification-characieAxetion-exemplifiChtion
0.

ECE
I ExemplifiCatia-characterization-exempliffcation)

(interrogative).

. .. .
,

The CE sequenCe contained only declarative statements: The ECE sequence
contained some declarative and someintyrogati e statements, althoUgh
the charaCterization moves were interrogative. The ECEI sequence con-
tained only interrogative statements, with one me alanguage declarative. '

.
.

Thirty prospective elementary-school teachers were, blocked in groups
of tgreeihdividuals blachievement, andthe,subjects in- each block were
randomly assigned to three groups. 4itoup A was taught-concepts 1 (CE)4.4k
3 CE), and 2 (ECE); group lit, concepts.2 (ECE), 1 (ECE) and 3 (E40; and
'group C, concepts 31(ECEI),,2 (CE), and 1 (ECEI). One college instructor
and two prospectivt secohdafy teachers taught the concepts, Each instruc--
'tor'taught a singl concept .tut used.all'three'sequences of moves. The
sequences of moves but not ehe answers to problems or to interrogatiVe
statements were printed in instrucEihnal booklets. Instructors read all
moves aloud, while'studentiread'them silently. Instructora checked
studtnt responses for correctness. .

4:.( . 4
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The duration of: the experiment &was -seven days, three for he ':treatments (
. , . ..

f011owed by, afour-dey delay;beforc,thg'isitention test. For ach concept' , ,

.

an immediate acquisition0;tett wad~ givelt;,c+esed. of three augtests. Sub: ..._____

test 1 contained problems;tiken directly: f.rom the .treatments. $ubtest 2 :

. contained, "prottleniS with,:#ep0a5tnent4e*tif 4i4ers, different ficim those %- ''

presented during instructidn4q0:i'lWitIht.Se problems represented the .1" .
A

primitfve generalization level in thg.. sense of Dienes. 4 Subitest 3 Con-,

tained prOblems requiting vertical transfer, Called the process of .

Abstracttlonby Dienes. A 15.ritem (5 per concept)* short-term retentions .. ,

..
.
test was 'given four days after the end of the reatments.. A nine-item

er ,

` questionnaire was given immediatdly prior, t§:the ahoy -term retention
test. -A randomized block desigu,'ANOVA was used go analyzetle data. (

,. . .

.4,
: '

, . A -
.. :

.
. /. ,

,
4

k
Findings . t

. .
*

.

.
.. ,

Two significant F ratios were found fOr*the scores rdlatec?tb the*
. .

,

partitioning concept; _for sub test 4; CE > ECE,, and for the retention .' i'

test, ECE >,.CE. For-the mod' 5 additio* 1/2NE_+ ECE) > ECEI on suktest 2,.
.

Nine of ten subjects in group' B, c;rilitlwas tpght solely Ity- Etk , -'
. . '- .,.. .

4

reported' tat they had received the same kindof nstruFtion for each. .-

Concept. I`welve of rwedtrisuhjects fn groups A and C reported that...theY
had received different types of instruction: ,

4 .6

4 "
. ..

5. Interpretations .,
r

,

.

.
. t

The data, with a few very specific exceptions, support the conclusion $

that the three .sequences of 'moves were eqngily effective..- Students seemed' ''

to be Able .to recognize the same or different modes of instruction. Trends I%

. in. the data suggested that the CE sequend. it was most effective for immediate .

lb: acquisition, while the ECE se4Bence s short -term retention .best
-, ,

'Critical Comnenta

--- '
3 :.

.

(1/ The sIudy seems to be carefully conftructed, well-execUted, and,
important as pat 'of a long - range stud* of the effects of sequences df
teaching ,moves. The report of _the study, however, is incomplete and con- , .

tains some information whici appears contradictory: Several questions _ .

also n4ed to be raised concerning-the expeol*tal desigp and inter-
pretations. .4 ,-

4 ti .
.1r,

1

(2) The relationship of this study to theprevious research is
Clearly established. The experimenIers sre toe conlratulated both for
building on earlier research and or assuming the 'readei's'familisriiy
with the terminorogyof a information contalAed in the earlier Works".
'However, because of its age and the source ofi, publication, the Dienes

reference on' generalization ancabstraction Sheuld have been summarized'
more completely. ' # .

r

1
40

.,

' (3) The crinarialor selecting. the cnneepts to be taught may not ,.

.'have been satisfied. completely.. Certainly mod 5 arithmetic -couldbe con- , .

sidered a function from 0:42,3,0 x {0,1,2,3,4} . to {0.1,2,3,4}.
) e r , . ...

' , .

. is . 0 . I -., ,
', . .

'
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The reader is never told'whetheeallusiona were made to function concepts
-'during the instruction on mod 5 arithmetic.

.

OW There was considerable discrepancy in the numbers of moves used
for each sequeice. For example,.in teaching-partitioning. the CE sequence: .

consisted of 5 moves;ECE,14.moves; and 'ECEI, 10 moves:,'Explanitiod'of
'this discrepancy Was nevet offered. .Too, the criteria for 'selection dt
specific moves were not presented. If 5 moves are sufficient for CE, then - ,

14 moves for ECE may constitute airtearhing.

a ..
.

-t5) Students answered the interrogative statements (ire umably y
writing answers in the" booklets) and instrfictors checke resp

. . correctness. How were. incorrect responses handled? W
stated or were more qugstions'askedr What'percentage o avid
responses. were wrohg?

_

(6) The explanatiod of the experimenia1 design is the'most confusing
part pf the report,: According to the text, "the', hree different groups

B, and C, had been taught thresi differeht waya'(the.treatments)"
(p. 281). This-reviewer interprets. that to mean that each group Eecei4ed
all three treatments. Accordingto,Table 1,"howeveT, group'E received
only ECE andmgroups A and C.received two treatments each. The information'.

the table Rims to be more consistent with later discussion, so the '

ualdescription,was'ignole4 The assignment of ECE to, a single group
seems to be a serious confounding'factortfiat was. ver--recognized.,

(7), The'claim (p.182) that ECE'igas superior on subtest 2 is not
borne-out by the data ofAdble 2. The total'subtest 2 score fkdi the CE' 4

sequence was higher than the,total for the. ECe..sequence. Also, no
'explanation was giVen for the different distribdtions of tesi items'
scroSssUbtests in the immediate acquisition tests for the threeCohcepis.

N
v.

4
1111Pr'' %.'(8) It seems odd that of 14 sets of testsroressubtegts,'composite

teste,.andretentiorrtests),,only 2,showed any effeCtaof-thtbIodks used ,

to construct 'the experimental groups: .(Y-statistica werelnot%report.ed.
tpr the' blocks, so they were computed by reviewer.) , Since the blocks'
wereidentified on Ehe'basis of previous achievement, then the lack of -
effect of blocks suggesEsthat.the mathematics concepts-usedrmay not be',
Teprfsentative of,datiliMatics taught to. these subjeCts. Such a conclubio4,
if_accurate, would call into question all implications for-classroom ,

instruction.

(9) The authors seem to confuse observations and conclusions. For
w4s otiserved that theireseniation time of the CE sequence

Pranged frOm 6 'to 8 i&inutes" (p.-285). One of the conclusions, however,
was that"the CE-tieolance was found to take frpm 6. to. 8 minutes to eirecute"
(p. 287). Spoiler repetitiveness appeared in the reporting of statistical
results as'concipions. Consequently, the synthesia-of the results id,
very weak.

(10) Theapparently greater effectiveness for the ECE sequences on
' theAtentiOn test may be explained by the fart that EE was -given in the

same group three times. Consistency of sequence may promote-retention
independent of theparticular sequence used.

4

9 13 .0

4
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bjects in groups, A.and C for sequences CE
explained_ by the fact Oat, these sequences
thise subjects were, exposed to .

(J.1) The, preference of sp.

,anit ECEr, respectively, may 1$e

wire the first sequences that
. - .

(4). The discussion or the need for including specific kinds,.and
ordersilU moves in the 'ECE sequence is not based on any clearly identified

from the 'experiment. The ,basis for this discussion needs tO-be mare
arly identified.

/
(13) Most ofthe criticisms outlined 'above, resulc.-,from omissions in

the xepor, of the. experiment. Researchers must, realize. that their. work
is not:done until the report. of the experiment is -written. As much care,
attention to detail, and technique are required:f§r writing the report
as for* conducting the experiment. The lack Q,Lzftention to detail in the
writing of this article seriously detraops from the overall impact of
the research.

A

+11

I
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SMALL GROUP INSTRUCTION: ATTODY IN REMEDIAL MATHDIATICS. Chagg, Ping-Tung.
The MATYC Journal, v11 n2, 'pp72-76, Spring 1977.

. i
4 .

Expanded Abstract and Analysis,Pripared &Tidally for IJK.E. by Edwdrd
Uprichard, University of Sbuth'Florida.

Purpose

The purpose of this study was' to investigate-the differential effects
of two instructional processes (slill-groUb method and lecture-demonstration
method) in order to develop. an improved instructional approach. for Beaching
remedial mathematics'at the community college level.

* To fulfill the primary purpose of this study, it was necessary to
address the following subproblems: , ,

(a). ±o determine whether the instructional processes (small group.
mgthod and lecture-demonstration method) had a positive impAct
ociachievemeat. N, . ' ' so-.d

.) To determinWhether the instructional processes (small-group
method and lecture-demonstration Method) tad a pbsitive impact
on the attitudes toward mathematics. .

. Rationale

Considerable interest is being shown among,varimis college mathematics
faculties in developing effective methods for teaching remedial mathematics.
Methods presently employed vary from such strategies as the lectuye
demonstration method to self-paced instruction. Currently, some research
is emerging which supports a category of methodi customarily referred to as
-small group!' instruction.

e

a.

Olsen,, Phillips, Olmstead, and Thoyre have studied the effectiveness
of various forms of the small-group approach, and the results support the
contention that the small-group method is an appropriate strategy for
teiching'mathematics. ,

.

3. Research Design and Procedure 1
. i

In order to accomplish the purpose of the stUdy,'the author used two
classes of students enrolleditn,Math 99 at Gordon Junior College. The
sepdas'ofinstruction were ihndomly.assigned so' hat one Class (experi-.
ienikl groiT) was taught by this "mall group",met d, and the .other (control
group) was taught by the-"lecture-demonstration" thoat EaCh class con-
tained 14 students.

Math 99 is'a remedial course in'basic arithmetic and elementary algebra
!or students who are not, sufficiently prepared to begin a college -lelel
mathematics course. .Sttidents are assigned to Math 99using the following
criteria:

a



. -4,

(li A combined SAT score nf 650 or less, and
4

(2). A score below 43 on Twit D of the Comparative Guidence_an
Placementjest (CGP): 0 r

The pattern for conducting, the class using* smill=gradt method
(student-centered) was:..0-:

.

_ t,
11) F011owing the admiltisttattOn of Pretest /,'the class was divided.

Into' small groups of threeJorIndr students each, with the stu7
dents receiving higher scores on th'i pretest being assigned
evenly among the gtoups.

..
-

. . ,

(2) The. instructor lectured the first five to ten minutes of each
class period.in,ofSer.to revieW and introduce news dub

,
/

matter,'and the next thirty to'forty Minutes were allotted for
small group activities. - , .

, , ..
';,!

(3) The last five-to ten mindtes0of the period Were used for class ,

.
. i discussion. 0 { % 'e ,

; ,-- 4,4

(4) The primary functfon of ,,the instructor was toserve as a tom-.
sultant and facilitator-to stimulate discutsion within and
among thesmall groups: .

. .
. .

The pattern for conducting the class using.the lecture - demonstration
method (teacher centered) was as follows:

(1) The ins tractor lectured at least thitty to.thirty -five minutes

of -each blass.period'in ordgr,to,review and' introduce new mate-
rials and skills.

,. . .-
i .

(2) The last fifteen or twenty'ranutewnf:the period were used for
class discussion. .

. . -0
% . ,

(3) Theprimary functinnenf the instructor was to present and explain
nett subject matter aneskill. to the class, And to help indi-
viduals'

.,_.,.
tvidualt in class during tha,class discussion. .

.
\, ,

The following instruments were ustd: =' Th'

(1) Pretest and Posttest I (arithmetic achifvement at beginning
and end of coursd' respectively).

err (2) Pretest and Posttest 14 (elementary aligebra achievement at the
beginning of 3rd week,pnd end of course respectvelY)

(3) Dutton's AttitUde Toward Mathematics test (attitude at beginning
and end of course "resp6ttively). .

.11

. Pretest I and POs ;test 'I art two,equivalept forms in arithmetic, and
Pretest II and Potttes If are two equivalent fdims in elementary algebra.../

1, These

using the earson Producf.Moment,Coeffiblent with a pilotjgroup '.).

.: These forms were bon ructed by .the author and their equivalenby Was

/ .

1 ...

.
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of students iuriag-all quartet of 1974. A one-way analysis of variance w
used to test al105theses at the .05 letrel of significance:

'

4. Findings
tr

The major fillings of the study are summariAd below.

(1)' There were no significant differences in the Pretest scores
between treatment groups'in any of the three areas.

(2) The,Posttest scores in Arithmetic and Elementary Algebra
were significantly affected by the-siall-group method as
compared to the lecture-demonstration method.

...

. (3}' 1io significant difference was found between the two treatment
groupsion the Attitude Podttest.

(4) There was no sigdfiidhnt gain between ,Pretest and Posttest on
elementary algebra within the control .l group

.
...,

. .
. . .

(5) 'There were significant differencest§etween Pretests And Post-
, tests on arithmetic and eleientary algebra within the

, - experimental group,, and arithmetic.echievement within the
cont;o1 group.

(6) No significant difference was found in mathematics attitude
within the treatment group.

5. Inte4pretations

The iiadings Of the'study support the premise that the small-group
method'of instruction is an appropriate strategy for'teaching remedial
mathematicset the coliegelevel, and that students taught by'thett:11,
Aiciup method demonsilwe significantly greater achievement in ari tic
and elementary algebiSpefian the students taught by the lecture-demonstration
method employed ii, this study.

,

,
4 Critical Commentary

- The author states'that his study was iimited (N 14. 28), but that the
. results should give encouragement fdr future investigations on A-larger

scale of the effectiveness of this:ihstruhtional technique (small gro
-ior remedial mathematics in colleges. HoweVer, the author fails to -

and beyond the w0F of Olsen d Phillips, who studied the same prdbl

late the-specific contributiv4 thii study makes to-,the'literatdre,ab
k

with respect, to rtmedial mathematics instrudtion-at the college'level. For
example:.

(1)' What hypotheses could be advanced asa result of;thial particular.
'study that were. not generated from previous research?

(2) That specific directions should future.riseerCh on this-topid
take as a, result of the present study?

4
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,

(3) Was the present study 'a repl4tetion of the work of Olsen and /or
Phillips? 1

I . .
.

ilk .

,Chang's study, although exploratdry 3,ir nature, has some-exPerimental
d m,design problems. The author ,states at h one -wayused a ne-way analysis of
variance to test all hypotheses att1 .05 level of significance, I guess
one could use this particular analyditto test for differences between
treatment groups on the pretestt (arithmetic, algebra, and attitude) and
then again on the posttests" Howevel, a 1.mple one4ax analysis if'vari-
ance is not appropriate in testing fpr prekest-posttest differences within
treatment lroups on the dependent measures. Pretest scored and posttest .

scores for the same treatment group4ime not independent. The author's
design would hive been more effitieht had he used an analysis of covariance
with pretest scores acting, as a coyfriate fbr posttst scores. He could
have used this type of analysis th,Se times (srit4ietic, algebra, an4
*attitude) or opted -for -amore soph 'ticated design (mulcpariate).

.* . .
,

4

,

'3

'

4

o

I
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1
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A QUESTION OF TEACHER tOMPETENCY. Crable, Fain; Dinnan, James A. Southern
Journal' of Educational 'Research, v10 nl, k3-49 Winter 1976..

Expaniallrn'Abstract and Analysis', Prepare' Especially for I .M. E. 'by. Donald J.
Dessert, .the,,Uni.ilersiti-of Tendensee,. o' l

. . ..
' *

it* ' 0,
. .e

Puilpose 4%,ft '\
A.., . . , ,.

4, / .
-The authors stated that the"purpose,of the study was. t;to 'Aiscover if .

teachers were prepared ifith sopie 'necessary fundamentals for, the teaching of
reading and mathematics, end.11 they can demonstrate the ability to learn
triese fundamentals. 1:.'

?' 4 s'
1 .

_ e . .
tli . .., .

. . . . ;,I-', ''. , '....:#

-1,,- .. lb '' .
1 ,2. Ratidnale '.' % . ' . / .. , . .

,

,.
. .. NJ. '. .-- .

1,
%

44 f
. , it; claimedclaimell in thit.titudy ttr4 "me 4:1 instructocs of future' ' 3

teachert, are spending ,ftiin 'on the J1111206 teaching by', deitionsrafOg iniiior'' '':
vative eipprodehea and assuming he basic. owledge 6f the suhlect area to
be. inn/ail", The' authors felt that-the n_batfc oncepts", related ti:) reading

II .,' and mathematics. are ,being ,neglected in.-/teiche% training. '. 1.
s

.
. .. . r.

't t-
5, 'A'? 1

, ra,. .

' 1, Research Design anti; PriscadIi'es' I# '...; ' .. ,
1 , -,

.-4 ,,,
1

7 /

arid;
1 . ; ' . , ". 7 ' p. 7 v4. Ii. .' ._!'i

, During thefirst dap of initri4tion T.4.6 iliaditig 'class ,caliponed. df 125*
. - .

advanced undergraduate/ or gradifiety students 'Of'ittom-90..erCenE'donikiated Of
teacherS or Students preparing .for, tedchiai, the 14lowing initruCtion's ere

.given without additional con sient: ... , , .

, t . ,.., 1 .'' N
,

0 , 1 1 4*
V

, ,
.

11 . . a A .. t(1) Print the alphabet.. ' ..' :-...: , :4,

474-,
,

-7)

F. . v, . . ,"'.. ,
i -:,...,-- qia), iflowever .1,011 printed-it.let i..e another way. ., .. 4 - L r . .i' . , `i' , .(2) 'Write the first ten ribebe-is;' '' . ,r .."', '; ' - , '.` " .. ,.. s

. , ., .
..5

(Za) However you wrote them wrige ,thetz another' Way. '; .,'
.., , , .. ' 7". ' . . ., . _,, 9 a

. S a 9

7(3) Identify the difference, 'between ,a vowel And a Consbnant
. Y

.
i # ,

(4) 'Write the 'first 4ord' you think of when ..I.' sne- these won'
iq,;.over, up, -qty, father, "one, -old, high,. open, straigli

/ _
.

.. . .,
.

s '.
I ..

I Q

4. Fincti_3 s-
.

.
. . ., ,

--.

/s

.

It" vas found that: ; ,
. 01 -No One printed the alphabet as ,ir.appears' in "school". or , "book"

tipe. (clarendon typeface). -Letters Guth as- "a", "g ",' and, "q" were
misprinted in over 80 percent of the cases.4 ,

(2) Ninety' -eight percent missed tha zero in. its prime position:' ..
. 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8.9. -. ; . ..,5' i

.40
i9

O

. ,

. .



... c ..... -...
. ,

- 0: ,.,

(3) Eighty-seven perceht were not able' to givh an acceptable adswer
-fin the-OlfferenCe between a vowel and a consonant. '.,

, ,

/ 4 4
* t

0) Ninety -four'percent supplied paradigmatic replies to the ten
stimuluswOirds. -

.,-- .-

5. Interpretatibus .

,

. . :`

The following interpretations regarding the matheiatical portion of the
study,were offered by the authors:

.(1) study strong [Idol implies-thatfailure in riading,mithe-
tics stem [s.ic] from a weakness inbasic instruction administeied

b unsure teachers."
#,

(2) There is ponfusion among teachers an4 students Ato whether'or
not zero is the firit of the first ten numbers.

(3) "It seems mathematiCs' [sic] authord forget that the whole. conpept
of mathematics A built upon the prime numbers, 0-9." . '

(4) "41 fractionS and decimals fall bttween.0 -and 1.7

"To go fUrtherall Algebra and Geometry is 'solving for the zero:"

(6) "When teachers are asked to identify basic foundations of
written language and mathematics, it becomes apparent that they
fail to recognize simple components."

Critical dommentary

The purpose of this study aS-stated by theauthors (see "Purpose"
above) is certainly interesting, but it was never, seriously addressed in
the report. Furthermore, on the basis of student repliei to the single
instructiog to write the first ten$nalbers (which is impossible to do
without further definition), the authori reached a number of unwarranted
conclusions (see "In5e5pratations" above)* These conclusioni not/only had
little, if any, relationships to the data of the study but in themselvers
are nonsensical.

%With a Animal review of this reporx, one can easily conclude that it
0

should never have reached the publication stage. It is most zegrettable.
that a more critical review had not been.exercised-by those responsible for
its publication.

S.

4
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THEAVSE OF ADVANCE ORGANIZERS FOR FAbILTITATING LEARNING AND TRANSFER FROM

QUADRATIC INEVALITIO. ESstman, P. A. School Science,and Mathamati

(\

. v77 p5,pp377-384, May-June 1977.

.

Expanded Abstract and Analysis Prepared Especially for I...M.E. by 'Joe

Austin, Eory,University.

'

Purpose
.

:The Purpose of this study was to'determine the effects of advance
orglizers on the -transfer of learning grom"iaterial on quadratic inequali-

.

ties (p.: 377) .

r.
2._ Rationale(

. .

Aus,ubil has, argued that advance organizers can facilitate the learning
and retention of unfatailiarshAtmainingfUl verbal material. The justifica-
tion for this position 'is that the advance organizer -- presented prior to
the learning task and ate higher,levelrof abstraction- -can provide concepts

'that relate the"wifaMiliar'new material to iaterial already familiar to the
individual, Eastman argues that this reasoning suggests that advadce organ-

, iiersmayalso facilitate the transfer of learning. He argues for this
transfer. because "the cognitiir structure of the individual recqiving the
advance organier would then be better organized than a' person not receiving
the.adwance organizer" .(p. 377). Eastman found no studies that considered
this hypothesis.' *

, 4

. .

.." 3: 'Research Design and Procedure
.. .

. ,

/
.

ae author used design appropriate.for a two -way analy sis of variance.
ipne ctor concerned the presenhe or absence of the actiance organizer. The '

two levels were called advance organizer and introductory overview. The
second faCtor had two levels and related to the method 'of presenting the
Mterial. The two levels Were called analytical and graphical. Eighty-seven
tenth -gride geometry students were random1signed 'to the four,groups.
Students'in each group worked through linearly programmed booklets biasolv-
ing quadratic inequalities. The,Abooklets- were 24 to 30 pages long. The two

. introductory pverviev groups Wad a one-page table of contents as the fiist
page. The booklets were studied for two class periods. During the third '.

class period a 24-item multiple-choice transfer test was administered.

4. Findings

A two-way analysis of variance wage computed on the .80 complete test
scores. ["The data from seven Ss were incomplete and were therefore elimi-

.

nated" (p. 379).] Using'an q-1-e-vel of 0.05, no significant differences were
found.

1.721 AR,

1
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5. Interpretations

The author argues that e'ven though no significant differendes were'
found, this "aoes not imply that advance organizers were ineffective" (p.
380).. This is justified by noting thaehe pooled averages favored the
advance organizer groups over the introductor overview groups. This view
is reiterated in the Summary as "nelther do the results suggest that advance,
organizers, in general, are ineffective in prOducing transfer, rather that
the, results are inconclusive" (p. 381).. Here the autWor also concludes by
stating that the ,hYpothesis that advance organizers enhance "the transfer
of learning gains no.support from this study" (p. 381).

Two reasons for they lack of significant differentWirrEtulated.
These were (I) the short length of the advance organizers compared to the
length of the treatments, and (2) the advance organizers may not have been
constructed apprOpriately to relate the material to cognitive structures
of the individuals.

Critical Commentary

A The author presents a nice introdUction to advance organizers. He
also proirides a good discussion of the differences between advance organ-
izers and introductory overviews. The argument that advance organizers
should help facilitate the transfer of learning has a quite logical appeal:"
However, .the author should have reviewed--even if briefly--the literature
on transfer of limpiorta better support his argument.

Several basic questions must be eskedibefore the resiats can he -
evaluated. Specifically, the following questions arise:

\--

(1? Why was the topic of quadratic inequalities used? What relevant
background did the students have that related to this topic?al
How do we know the topic was "unfamiliae?

(2) What type of students were involved? What was the male-female
distribution, the ethnic make-up, and the general ability level?

1

(3) What is the rationale for the analytical:vs. graphical factor?
This factor first appears in the null hypotheses and is not
discussed in the literature review or the introduction.

(4) What is 4144 reliability of the 24,item tranipitest?

(5) In what way were the data incomplete for the seven deleted.
subjects? All seven appear to have been from the introductory
overview groups.

(6) Did the teadher.or researcher interact-with the subjects in any
way?

4
(7) , Did the analytical groups have the sameprogrammed booklets

aside from the first page? The same questiosiapplies to the
, graphical groups.'

Wfr
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The previous questions make it somewhat difficult to evaluate the
resylts. If these questions can be satisfactorily resolved, then. it is
difficult o. argue with the author's final conclusion that the hypothesis
that. advae organizers enhance the transfer of learning ,gains no support
from this study. While One study is unlikely to cempletellesolve a
problem, the:author's claim tht the results do not imply.t that advance
organizers were ineffective is'atbest'naive. 'It seems strange to cite
the pooled averages as evidence for this when the two averages, were only
10.11 and 11.35 with a standard deviation of tbout 4.

A =inn inconsistency appears in the discussion section. Here the
author cla the, results fail° to confirm the hypotheses,- Since the'hypo,-.
theses were stated in null form, they were'confirmed, i.e., not'rejectZd..

The two reason's postulated fornot rejecting the mill hypotheses seem
ible. 'They cannot, of course, be supported by the analysis. (An

vious thitdpossiblity that the author seems reluctant to consider is that
advance organizers have' no effedt on the trangfer of learning.) In fact, ..-

theksecond.reason--the.advance,organizer may not tiave been a2propriately
constructed%-points out a major problem with research on adOce organizers;
nely, how does one define an advance organizer and- construct one for a
particular topic? In this study the advance organizers are reproduced in
the appendidc. Unfortunately, so little information is given on the Subjects
or their backgrounds that it is'hard to judge.whether these advance organi-
gersgem do relate the new material.to the gengral background of the

In summary, the author has raised an interestidg question on the motion
of advance organizers to the --transfer Of learning. UWfOrtunately, so many
questions are left unanswered that one is unsure how much this study con-
tributes to a meaningfdi anawer.ALithis question.

11,
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THE EFFECTS OF TWO METHODS 0 PRESENTING k PEDAGOGIC MODEL TO PRESERVICE
TEACHERS. ,Ensey, Lowell; Cooney, Thomas J. Joufnal for'Research in Mathe-
matics Education,v8 n2,gpl07w1.14, March 1977.

.z

Expanded Abstract and-AnalYsia prepared Esimclally'for I.M.E...by_David F.
Robitaille, University --off British COlumbiat

1: Purpose

The study souitnswers to two questions:.

(1) Would educatfon students with no student -teachingiexperience
benefit more `from a study of Henderson's moves for teaching
toqncepts thaM would a cpmparisoi group with student-teaching

.

experience?. .

(2) Would )the mode of presentation of such moves to the student
teachers (videotape or written transcript) have-a differential
effect upon the performanceof the two groups?

2.' Rationale

.

Use of Henderson's model for teaching Mathematical concepts is based
upon-the assumption that "teachers should possess knowledge'of the, teaching
act in general and knowledge of teaching moves in Particular." The present
study was designed to addfess the questions of when and how such knowledge
should be presened to student teachers.

3. Research Design and Procedure',

Two groups of undergraduate student teachers participated in the study.
The first group, G1, had had,no pz'evious student - teaching experience, whereas
those in group G2 had completed' their student teaching., The students were
assigned to two treatment groups: students in T1 viewed videotaped lessons
illustrating instalices of Concept moves, while students in group T2 read
typed transcripts of such lessons. Before andafter4 the treatments were
administered, each student taught a l5 -'to 2O- minute microlgsson to three
seventh grade students. These microlessons were-Itudiotaped.

f *
.

wThe audiatapes were analyzed for three types of information: The number
of moves utilized which dealt specifically-with the mathematical concept
being taught, the total number of moves employed, and the number of differ-
ent moves employed. Outside observers Also analyzed 22 of the tapes, and
an index of observer agreement was determined: 0.81 for the total number of
moves employed, and 0.86 for the content-specific moves. Following the
treatment period, all students were administered a 10-item test.of their
ability to classify moves.

Thirty-six students were incl'ud'ed in the data analysis (G1020, G16).
"A2x2x2 design with repeatedmeasures. on the third factor was used to detect
dilftrences in the interactions among the factors" of groups, treatments,'
and microlessons.

-

-
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4. Findings

The mean score on the 10-item posttest.which was administered to all
students was 9.2. separate scores for each group,are not reported.

Anklysis of variance results showed no significant interactions between'
croups and treatments for total-number of moves employed, forcontent-
specific moves, or for the number of different moves employed."' In each
case, a significant. difference was,found(between the results obtained on the
preand,post-treatmentmicroteaching sessions. Howeveij "the design of the
study does not allow one to determint'conclusively that [this difference],
can-be accoonted for Solely by treatment effects."

5. Interpretations

.411

The authors, in:attempting to interpret the lack of significant
differences, suggest either that the treatments were not sufficiently"
'different or that the hypothesized interactions do not exist. They point
out that the questions of when and how to introduce students to concept
moves remain unanswered. They suggest that further research is needed to
determine the effect of treatment differences in increasing the nmber and
types of concept moves employed.

Critical Commentary 4

On the whole, the study was well conceived and well designed. The
statistical techniques emp yed seem to be appropriate and the authors have
been careful to interpret th r result? conservatively. The study was based
upon the first author's master's thesis, and most of the paper's weaknesses
would seem to be due to factorsfrequently:associated'with research of that
kind. These wopld include, for example, small sample size andbrevity of
treatment period. f

The treatments "consisted of five 1-hot4sessions, one session per
day." The first three days were identical for both T1 and T2. On t last
two days, students in T1 spent 15 minutes per day viewing a videotape ile
those in T2 read transcripts of the same material. In other words, the
two treatment groups were performing essentially the same activity 90% of
the time. Even if the treatments had been more dissimilar, one week seems
a,very, brief treatment period in which to hope to obtain significant behav-
ioral' Changes of the Rind-the authors were interested in. .

A larger sample size would have thcreased the power of the statistical'
'tests employed. This might well have been impossible if all of the avail-
able 'student teachers were used in the study; however, we are not given this
info . Similarly, weare not told what method was used to assign
stud tit totreatment'groups.

The formula which was used to obtain a measure of inter-rater agreement
seems to give artificially high results. The formula

2 X (nuMber>f moves agreed on)
(observer total) + (investigator total)

212,
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gives an agreement ,index-of 0.67 in'the case wheye the-observer sees 20 ioves,
the .nvestigator sees 10,-and they agree on 10. A porefcanservatift agree-.
meat index, V.50, is obtained if tae use the' formula attelluted-to McGrew :

(1972,. 24): .

. . .

. ; #
, A .. . .,

.
No. of agreemegis(A&B) ..

No. of agreements(A&B) '+ No.' seen by B only 411No. seen by A only
. .

,

Using their formula, the authorsmay have obtained artificially high relia
bility estimates which may, in turn, eve affected the ANOVA.resuIti:

.

. .

'---et-This study should be replicated, takieciut t the. cOnsideratio0s-
laelted here; as -well as' those reteed by the euthlisilliremselVei :in the paper.
The research question, initially -posed by the authors are Sufficieftly itpor=
taut to warrant further study. Of course, -the-most important questionsto
be _raised in this area"concern the impact of such training upon teachers.
after they have graduAted and: are teaching' their' own claises.

.
.c,
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gammocs BRESEVIATION AS A-FUNCIION OF COGNITIVE/MRSONALITY-VARIABaS.
Gordod2rMarshall. Journal for Research in Mathematics Education, v8
tp205'210, May'1977.

ExpandedAbstract and Analysis*PrtparOd Especially for_/44.E. by_JamesFey
and16inne'Rosal Becker, University of.Marylsid.

A 1

, , *
.....1.. ° ,

4 I..- Purpose . .-

.1

The,pdrpose of this study was te,..desermine4(hether a prospedtive
-,,,-

teachet's,conceptuai level or field depe eice is related to his or her '' ---- -4

choice of ruIf/example sequences for teaching mat4ematics,concepts. .The
Mecific research hypotheses were:

ollii.

.

., ,.
) GO-, Wigidenceptual-level,teadhers tend to provide more 4theL'
.. ' matics'examples prior to discussion of a rule than low

.

.
conceptual-level teachers, who tend to disCuss rdAirearly

.

in the lesson. e

St
,

(2) Relatively field-dependent teachers would prefer-t have the
'students prelent the-mathematics rule;whereas relatively
field-independent teachers would-piefer to present the

. mathematics rule themselves. I0

2. Rationale

Starting from a 1966 finding that effective,teachers seem to be those
.040 can produce'mcwe alternative ways-of teaching mathematics concepts,
Gordon argues that Hunt's measure of conceptual level should- identify such

°productive thinkers.. He claims further. thatfligh conceptual level should
.predict teadEer preference for example -to -rule style of teaching rather
thin amore structured, less flexible; rule-followed 4y-examples sequence.

By a quite different line of reasoning, Gordon argues that research
on'field.deliendence suggests that field-dependent teachers are more likely
-to choose a socially interactive style of teaching A uhich students are-
mdre likely than: teachers to formulate a d state rules .in concept learning

Ilk situations.
%I.

a

3w Research Design,an4oProceddre

'- ,Subjects for'the study were LD elementary education majors in a
.

r-Lieservict metholiegromse.' Ed& subject's. conceptual level was assessed
Hunt'sba HunsPatagrap mpletion Test and field dependence was *saessie try

Witkin's Group Embedded Figures Testi Theh subj s.were asked to write

Ili
fiv2 sentences that. would express how they would Adh each of 'into;, the-
matical rules (one in-arithmetic,' one in geometry and to indicaxe at -what
point in their presentation they would *ant,therute'io appear. From these
descriptions of tlieir, conjectured teaching preferences, each subject'was

'categorized as preferring rule .:to-exampies or examples-to-rule teadhing.

tvel and 90 'aresequence preference ie uncelated. FroM tha,,aame

.
quences. A chi-square analysis tested the null h*Fhesis that' conieptdal

. .

S

. e

p
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--descriptions of teaching plans, each subject was categorized as preferring

student or teacher presentation' of concept rules. chi-square analysis .

tested the null hypothesis that field dependence'and'rule presenter prefer -s
mod are unrelated. For each hypothesis, separate analyses were performed
oohthe arithmetic concept data;

4. Findings -A*

FtOm both the arithmetic and geometry,rufe7teaching plans, data
suggested rejecting the nulkhypothesisof,no dependence between concept-.

tir
eil'l rule/exampleevel and le/example sequence reference (p < .01). It appears that

field-dependent teachers, prefer havi students formUlate rules,' while
field-independent teachers prefer stating the rules themselves:

.
.

' ' .

.

.,

5. InamepretatiOns
'mar
Gordon intetprets the results as suggesting that the cognitive-

personality variablesof conceptual level and field dependence are related
topresentation style preference in mathematics teaching and that these vari-
ables should be considered,in some unspecified way, in planninelnstruction.
He suggests that the next lineof research. should investigate ways of rais-
ingconceptual level and developing.field dependence.

-1-`

Critical Commentary

The Gordon study is yet another attack on the challenging, but
consistently unyielding,.prohlem of identifying personal traits related to
teaching effectiveness. 'However,,,b'esic theoretical andktechnical flaws in

6111 the Study make it difficult to see how the hypotheses ok tbe f4ndings con -
tribute to progress inunderstanding reaching.

AIF

Conceptual Level and field dependence are intriguing personality/
cognitive constructs for which measurement instruments are availakle; but
the rationale for studying these teacher traits, in order to understand'

teaching effectiveness is,unconvincing. Investigation of the relation
between teacher conceptual level and classroom effectiveness is justified
by an extremely tenuous connection to earlier research bn productive
thinking ability. The completely separateinifestigation of field dependence
and,teaching effectiveness is supported by an even weaker argument involvin/
- teacher prefeitnce for Classroom social interaction.

Evep more curious is the decision by Gordon not to investigate teachet
classroom-effectiveness, but rather teacher preference for yarious-strategiem
of using rubs and'examples in concept instruction. Thereis an implicit
assumption that egrul seqdencing is uniformly more effective than rules, and
a Similar assumption that student presentation of rules is more effective
than .teacher piesentatiqs. Hone cif the'very extensive research on rule/

'example sequencing is'citedp it would'fiot support the.assUmptions.

The tise bf sketchy written teaching planer made; by preservice teachers,
rather than observation of their classroom performance, is perhaps the final

.

a

4'
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major weakness that leads one to ignore the findings and interpretation
offered later in the report. At best the. data extracted from analysis of
those few sentenspa suggest that high-conceptual service teachers express
a natural preference for egrul sequencing in th r teaching plans and the
fielgidepeadent teachers ipxpress a preferen for student generation of
concept rules (in arithmatic). Butleien ere the various scoring procedures
are queitionable. What are the validity and reli, ility of the Conceptual-
Level and Embedded Figures instruments? What is the rationale for partition- ikr
ing'sdbres into high, medium, or low on the Embedded Figures peasure? Was
-soling of expressed teachinpreferences-reliablr Both egrul and rule
presenter measures seem to involve high rater inference.

It might be, as,the author.conjectures, thailigh conceptual level and
field, dependence are traits that predisikeffectiveness in mathematics

.teaching and can be cultivated by appropriate training.! But the present
study..givei no reason to believe,either."

111
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_ TEE RELATION BETWEEN-MATHEMATICS ACHIEVEMENT AND SPATIAL ABILITIES AMONG
.

:

ELEMENTARYSCHOOL CHILDREN. Guay, Roland B.; McDaniel,. Ernest, D. i

Journal for Research in Mathematics Education, v8 n2, pp211-21$, May 197n
,

%

O

-Expanded Abstract and Analysis Prepared Especially for Z.M.E. .by Michael'
C. Mitchelmore; University' of the.West Indies, Jamaica:-,

- '
1. Purpose

.

. .. . .

Toinvestigate the relationship between elementary school mathematics
achievement (Simple mathematica concepts and calculation skills) and high-

,

and low-level spatial abilities.-i , .
r ":

--.

- ,

.*-

,2, Rationale

Ak
, Recent research reviews indicate thl; starting in ea adolescence

and continuing into adulthood, males outperform females am of math-
ematiCai.aehievemenfand apatiaLability. A poseble relati_ i is suggest-
ed by Smith (1964), who concluded that spatial ability is. positively re-
lated to high-lel/el mathematical conceptualization.

The relation between mathematics achievement and spatial ability has
not been studied at the elementary-school level. Smithj(1964) concluded
that spatial ability was not related tb low-leyallmathematieOf concep-
tualization ttressint simple,calculation skilliWItwas therefore expect-

' dd that no substantial relation would be found between mathematics achieve-
Meat aid spatial ability among elementary-school children.

. .

To cyarify theissue, tt:ro levels of spatial ability' were defined:
low-level spatial abilities, requiring on y the visualitation of two-
dimensional cot figurations; and high-lev 1 spatial. abilities, requiring
ple visualization 04 'mental manipulation f three-dimensional config-
urations. %

3. Research Design anci P ure

Low-level spatial abilities ere measured by two group tests. In
'Serial Integration (SI), children selected from four figures the one.
which was formed bytfour lines previously projected one it a time.
Embedded Figures (ELF), children selected "from four figures one con -
taining. a simple two7dimengiOnal pattern' previously projected or 5 gee -
onds. KR-20 reliabilities were 0.75 for SI and 0.74 for EF.

4 4
High-level spatial abilities were measured by two individual tests.

In Coordiniikon of Viewpoints (CV), children viewed a simple geometric'
objectand-then selected'from three drawings the view of the object from
a specified position. 'In Surface Development (SD); children viewed a
geometric object as in CV an4 selected from three drawings the develop-
sent of its surface. KR-20 reliabilities were 0.56 for CV and 0.66 for
SD.

30
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SI, CV, and SD were administered to 14-16 children from each of grades 4t,

2 '-7, a total of 90 children.' EF was administered only to the children
in grades 5&7 at one.school. Children were divided at the-median of each-1
gradeiifyel.into high or-low-mathematics achievers on the basis of their \'

total mathematics' score on the Iowa Tests,of Bgsic Skills. ,

a". `/ ir

SCores )iI, CV, SD, andEF-wire analysed in' separate analyses of'

variance with the factors of Mathematics'Achievement, Sex, ana Grade.

4.. Findings

significant' interactions were found. Mean scores of- high Bathe -

matics,achievers were significaitly higher than those of low mathematics
achievers on all four tests (p<0.05 or better): Mean 'scores of males

.were significantly higher than those of females on CV and SD, but not

significantly different on SI and EF. There were si$Rificant-main effects .

for grade on all four tests.

-In grades 2-4, 1 out of 9 correlations between mathematics achieve-

ment and spatial test scores was significant. In grades 5-7, 10 out of

12 crelations'were significant (p<0:05 or better). .

_
1

il.

5. Interpretations f; 4 .
1

The findings suggest that, among'elementary school children:

(1) high mathematics achievers,have greater spatial' ability thin

low mathematics achievers; ,

(2) the relation between mathematiCs achievement and spatial
4' abilities is not,a function of grade, level or sex;

(3) the relation between mathema al siatiaLthigkini
exists fot low- and high -le 1 spatial a ilities; 1

. -
, .

a (4) males have greater high-level spatial ability than females,
but males and females have similar irow=level spatial abilities.

to

(5) the sex differentes in (4) are nots,function of grade level.

Critical Commentary

This study is a useful contributiOn, but it ignores the basic quis-

tion of the rationale for.-dielatj.on between mathematics achieyem4nt and

-spatial ability at any level. Smith (1964) rather overstates his case;

the view of Krutetskii (1976) that some high-achievers in mathematics
use visualization very efficiently (but otfiers do equally well with non- ,

visusLuethods) seems more acceptable. The correlationi between mathe-
,
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. , .

- matics and spatial teat scores observed in ithis7study .could be'dne.to

''a.-commonr0lation to abstract reasoning (or Amen verbaljtbility); no
evidence fer the construct validity of SI, EF, CV, ,or SD is presented.

, 1

There are Some fuither questions about the details of .procedure and
-.cinterpretation/ alr'--

. ,

(1) Rai
,
Was,the sample selected? Were' grad's 2 -4 children selected

from the same school as grades 5L7? Why was. EF not administered
to gradee,274? Why were there" not equal numbers at the various

"grade levels? Why were there not equal numbers of malevand
females?, . ' e% c

.,
/

.

(2y- What .was the
.

relattpn'between sex On& mathematicsachie,Mment? ..

What were- the .cell sizes in the.fictoriel design? If the design
O was unbalanced, the interpretation'of the ANOVA.results Iwould

be considerably'complicated, if.not(Idvalidated.
*. . .

- (3)

V .

Why was information on mathematici-l-chieveminewasted by dichot-
oinizing_hebres? Would not multiple regression have been a more
powerfulitethod of analysis? (It wo9.d also have allowed one
to "take account ok,ariy relation between sex and mathematics

.!%hievement.)

:.14)' Why is there an dppaient discontinuity in spatial test scores
and mathematical-spatial test correlations between grades 2-4
and.grades, 5-7? There the data Obtained in different schools?
Oi veers thik spatial tests vetY'unieliable in Trades 2-4? (The

CV d.SD scores are cloie to chance leielin gtades-2 and 3.)

(5) ould the difference betwedh the'results for Aligh- and 116-
evel spatial-abilitie's be related to,Oifferences,in method-

of test :administration?

L
The report is.rather brief,-even by JRME standards. A fewextro

sentences here and there. could have answered the above doubts withbfit
taking the paper outside reasonable limits on length. 0

ss
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ASEA AND VOLUME CONSERVATION AKONG THE ELDERLY: ASSENT AND TRAINING.
.Eornblum,.Judith Newman; Overton, Willis F. Developmental !sychology,
v12 nl, vp68-74, January 1976.

Expended Abstract and Analyt44 Prepared Eppicriliii for I.M.E. by James
Birsteint.University of Illinois.

1. ,Purpose

ies have consistently shown that the elderly perform poorly oh
. Pinder tasks of logical thought. The question ynder investigation iq

whether,this.decline is, due to a loss of cognitive-comperenca_pr to a
loss of-specific performance abilities. jr.

.

.
2. Rationale'

4 4 '

The common explanation for poor performance by the elderly, that
cognitive structures are lost, presents keblems for.Tiaget's theory of.
integrated stages. An-alternative explanation. is that structural competenct
remains present but 'is unactivated. While most studies df conservation -in
the elderly are assessment studies, one must go beyondverifying conserva-
tion deficiencies to'explain a'decline inerformance. The degree of ,

difficulty in training elderly nonconservers would indicate the status-of
their cognitive structure: easy training would imply-that an existing
structure is activated while difficult training wouldimply an absence.
of thaX,atructure:

'3. Research Design find Procedure

Subjects for the study were noninstitutionalized females from
Philadelphia senior citizens centers; their participation in the study
was voluntary. -Initial screening was donefor educational level (at
least sixth grade) and intelligence-(correlated Quick Test store of 85).
'Eachsubject wies interviewed in her own home. The first part of the
study was an assessment of 60 subjeats on six tasks involving area and
volume conservation. In the second part of the study, assessment results
were used to select subjects Or a training program. The first assessment
was used as a pretest which wet followed by an'individual training
procedure and a posttest.

Th. first assessment includecrthree tasks on area conservation and
r .three tasks on volume conservation. The order of task presentation was

randomized among subjects.' Eac task consisted of four conservation
trials. For each trial, the su ject verified the.equiv.alence of two
stimulus figures. Then the shape of one figure was changed and the subject/
was asked whether the qua t in question was the same or different for
the two figures after the fo ion. Within each task, the quaptity
remained the same in three trials and was different in one trial. Based
on responses and justifications, each subject was judged to be a none
conserver (N), partial conserver (P), or conserver (C) on each task.
A judgment across all six tasks-was made, for each subject according to
the following criteria: `

29
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(a) ,overall conserversiere.those judged C on it yeast
5, tasks with P On.esixth,

(b) -overall.nonconservers were those judged N on at least
5 tasks with p on a sixth;

ta all others were called ovetall partial conservers.

Twenty-two subjects judged N on one of t he area conservation tasks'
(Surfaces) were used in the training study. The subject's were assigned
to two treatment groups. The treatment consisted of a 20-trial program
involving tasks similar to the original Surfaces task missed by all 22
subjects.. One treatment group received feedback regarding the respon-
ses given daring the training-program. The other group received the same
program without feedback. Immediately following the training program,
the original six conservation, tasks were readministered as a posttest.
The Surfaces posttest was considered.dear transfer-with respecto the
treatment; (the other.five tasks were considereelavtransfer items.

4. Findings
0._

the first assessment, subjects were determined to"be in the three
conservation categpries as shown in the following table:

Number of Subjects
Range For The Six
Individual Tasks

Surfaces.
Task . Overall-

Nonconservers 14 - 31 31 - 8

j'areial Conservers 1- 12 . 32

Conservers 26 - 45 20

Each subject was assigned a score frop 0 to 5Jon each task for analysis
of the training results. Mann-Whitnex,U tests wetaused.to compare the
pbsttest results of the two twetmetitAroups. In.general,'the feedback
group scored significantly better than the nonfeedback group: p < .001
for the near transfer task, p < .05 or better on four of five far transfer
tasks, and p < .01 on the overall posttest score. Ease of training '1,)1Ns
measured by counting the errors made in training trials. The eleven.
feedback subjects mediae total of eight errors after the first incorrect
response, while the eleven nonfeedback subjects. Made a total of 617
errors after the first'incorrect response.

r

5. Interpretations'

The assessment results indicate that the elderly perform poorly on.
tasks of area and volume conservation, which agrees with other findings
regarding the logidal thought Rf the aging'. However, based on ease of
training, the authors conclude that" theelderly, in general, maintain
the relevant straregies in competence and that simple verbal feedback
activates these strategai into performance"-(p., 23). The .
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question of whether repeated activation of these strategies can increase

' the performance level fOr.long 'periods' of tine is suggested for further

study.

I
Critical. Colthentarv:

The question under consideration is highly significant in studying
the, mental development of elders. The problem is well stated and the
performantetcompetence approach is commendable. The criticisms of the
study derive from procedural concerns.

Criteria for naming categories of overall performance are necessarily
arbitrary, and the rigid standard for the label "overall,conserver"may
give misleading percentages. Of 360 tasks performed in the origin hl
assessment, 222 (61.7%) of the responses were.judged to be conserving
responses. Yet only 33.3% of the subjects were classified as "overall
conservers." Apparentbi with alders, as with youngstera, conservation in .

one domain does not imply conservation in other domains. This suggests

that.tht six tasks 910 not measure thesame ability. A statement of the
relationships among Individual task results Woad be much more meaningful
than an overall decision regarding general conservation ahAlity. Further-

more, with 61.7% conserving responses it is difficult to chniled that

these subjects are poor conservers. In the absence of perfOrmance data
on these tasks by younger quits, it is not clear that the results obtained
represent a significant decline in conservation ability among the elderly.

It is generally recognized,that the justification of a response is
critical in distinguishing between conservingand nondonserving responses.
Although the experimenters !illolicited justifications, t1ey do not report
how a justification is reflected in any recorded score. ,aence, it is not
possible-to determine whether the improvement attributed to the training
procedure resultafrom subipcts giving more adequate justifications or 4

simply from subjects changing their responses. The qualitative assess9ent,
Which should be the important concern here, suffers froth the attempt to
quantify conservation on-a linear scale.
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PROCESSES INVOLVED INS. MATHEMATICAL PROBLEM SOWING. Rantowoki, Mary
Grace. Journal for Research in Mathematics Education, v8 n3, pp161-180,
May 107.

.0*

Expanded Abstract and Analysis Prepared Especially forI.M.E. by. W.
George Cathcart, University of Alberta.

,41A

1. Purposes

(a) Clinically to unceiver information about, and gain a greater in-
sight into, imooessis involved in solving complex,- non-routine
geometry problems.

(b) To providing directibn/for future research.

.

,.
2. Rationale .

. .

The solving of true mathematical problems .(not just simple algorithilic
applications) has"long been a goal of mathematics education. Two aspects
of problem solving, process (Wehaviors.that 'direct the search for the. il .

solution) and product (actual solution) "are both essential components
of the problem-solving experience.

.
,

...

Most problem - solving research has been experimental in design and

4110O
has focused on-th uct. Educators have recognized a need for a1clinical analysis o blew- solving processes and how these processes
develop. Kantowski's study is an attempt to meet this need%

,-I

'40

3. Reseaf Design and Procedure
1

4

Eight subjects from a private school in an 'Atlanta surburb were
selected from among the high-ability ninth-grade algebra students. The
study was conducted over en 8-month period..

. . .

-The study-was completed in,four phases: .

.

.
.

PHASE 1: Pretest-rsubjects were asked to think aloud as they
solved eight problems. Verbal protocols were recoided and coded,
for Sequence of processes used and scored according to prOcesses
and correctness of result.

.
,i

. .
,

4

PHASE 2: Instructional readiness4(3 lessons pig peek for 4 weeks).
This phase was designed to acquaint subjects with the heuristic . ,

'"---- method of instruction and introduce them to the-he of heuristics
in problem-solving. A second test was administered at the end of .

the 4 weeks.

PHASE 3" Heuristic instruction in geometry (4 months) ...Aeries
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of individual tests were administered periodically during, this
phase.

.

. 4

. PHASE 4: Posttest -- consisted of geopetry,and verbal problems and
"prefequisite knowledge" tests which included facts.-and concepts
necessary for the solution of the posttest problims.

During each phase verbal protocols were recorded and liter analyzed ac-
cording to a modification of a coding'scheme developed in earlier re-
search. goints on the foliowlng variables were added to yield a pro-
cess-product Score: suggesting a solution plan, persistence, looking
back, absence ofltructural errors, absence of executive errors, absence

0
of superfluous deductions, and correctness of result.

4.

. . . ,..-

Percentages of problems in which the above processes were used were
calculated for prOblems with scores above and below the median for, each
subject. ,

4. 'Findings
A

ti
The use of goal-orientel heuristics was consistently-more evident

in solutions with process - product scores above the median than belay
the median. The use of goal-oriented heuristics generally increased
as problem-solving ability developed.

Regular p atterns of analysis and synthesis were noted in the solu-
tions of problems with scores above the median. Usually these regular
patterns were immediately preceded by a goal-oriented heuiistic. Suc-
cessful problem-solvers exhibited significantly more regular patterns
of analysis and synthesis than less successful-preblem-solvers.

,

Failure Wintroduce a` euristic often led to many superfluous
analyses., On the other hand, the suggestion of a heuristic not rellted
to the goal often resulted in superfluous synthehs. The introducenn
of "a goal-oriented heuristic tended to decrease the number of superfluous
syntheses. The better problem-solvers showed less evidence of super-
fluous syntheses than poorer problem-.-solvers.

Persistwice improved as problem-solvingability developed.. Persist-
ence seemed to be affected by. prerequisite 'knowledge and personality ',

factbrs./Reflective subjects were more persistent than impulsive sub-
,

jects.

The use of "lookihg back" strategies \old not increase as problem-
solving ability developed, nor wps it related to success in problem-
solving.

3! Interpretations

One purpose of this study was to find regularities which could form
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I the basis of hypotheses for future research. More clinical studies are
suggested with Subjects representing.a wider range of ability, age,%and
problem- solvin sophistication, and using different mathematical eontent.

Experimental s dies are recommended in which the role of heuristics in .
problemrsolving,is syStematically investigated.

A

More'reiearch is'needed to devise a met'hotof scoring problem -solve- ,

ing processes while h would'be valid; reliable, -and could be'used
ciently and object vely with the large number of subjects required for ft
experimental studi s..

While the use of heuristics was related to success in problem-solv- .

ing, it is not known what effect the heuristic instruction during two
phases of this study ,has on this relationship.. The. ,effects of heuristic.
instruction versus eXpository instruction should be studied with the
use of heuristics_ a8 the dependent variable.

,

An investigation Of the relationships between process variables and
otherAependent variables should be carried out.

Experimental tdies are needed to support the mhservation that
regular patterns o analysis and synthesis followed the introduction of
a goal-oriented h uristic. The relationship between the use of heuris-

tics and level of prerequisite knowledge needs further study. Similarly

the relationship tween the number of superfluous syntheses and the use
of heuristics_ ne s to be examined more clOsely. "Does the successful

solution of nove problems result from the use of heuristics?" is an-
_other questiowf rthy pf examination. The effect of making students

aware of proble solving processes such as the uge of regular patterns

`interaction
analysis and gynthasis should be examined. An aptitude-treatment-,,

`interaction study y ivrecommended involving conceptual tempo and problem
solving styles.1 More research is needed todkplore the relationship
between the use/ of looking-back strategies and success in prdblem-
solving.

AP
Critical Commentary

The prOcesies involved in solving Problems are of c cern to most',
.,teachers and other mathematics educators. Kantowski is o be commended

for studying with'care this'important topic.

Clinical studies of the type reported here usually suffer from ob-
vioug limitations due to size, characteristics, tnd selection of the
sample. However, the author is fully cognizant of these and o.
limitations in her study and is careful not toovergeneralize.

Weare not told anything about thp nature of the instruction other
than that it was heuristic and that it lasted 4 months. Lt ii unfortu-

nate shot there were no controls on the instructional phase. The

author leaves one with the impression that it was the heuristic nature

4
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of the ingiruction which resulted in improvement in problem - solving

success. Itcould just as easily have been due to the change in routine,
'Kentowski's personality,or something else in the instructional program.'
This is the 9nly sense in which any overgeneralization occurs. The

author is aware of the limitations of her instructional.phase because
she explicitly recommends further research on,the,effect ofheuristic
teaching, but at other times, implici ;ly, she seems -to place more
confidence in it than perhaps is warranted. ,

One of the major purposes of the stady.was to generate hypotheses
for future experimental studies. Hiny very good suggestions, for further'

research are given which, hopefully, willibe f9llowed-up. However, only
a minority of these suggestions are actual hypotheses.

In summary this we's a carefully, conducted clinical study of very

importansotOpic.- The suggestions made could form the iiadis'kft many
worthwhile future studies which, could extend our knowledge of problem -

solving prodeerses significantly.

0"-
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THE PERSONALIZED SYSTEM OF INSTRUCTION IN INTBODUCTORY CALCULUS.
Klopfenstein, Kenneth F. American MathamIrticAl Monthly: v84,
pp120-124, February 1977.

Expanded Abstract And Analysis Prepared Especially for by Bert-K.
Waifs, The Ohio State University.

1. 'Purpose .
.

. t
.

. ,
.

The Problem: To investigate the effectiveness of the Personalized
System of Instruction (PSI) in beginning college calculus. ..

Questions: Can PSI be used effectively to teach beginningcdlculusf
If so, how should it be implemented to maximize effectiveness?

.

2. Rationale
....

......_
,

)

. ,
. The contextual framework for,the investigation is the-*Jeller psi ,

. .

methOd of instruction,(Keller, 1968). PSI is distinguished bys(a) self- >7
paced instruction, (b) mastery required before advancement, *(c) course
content is communicated primarily through written materials, and (d) repeated
tests are available with immedie,pe feedback (scoring). Kul.ik,,'. Kulik, and'

Carmichael (1974) reviewed_the evaluative research on PSI courses and7con- ' '
cluded that the effectivpness of the PSI method "shOuid no longer be -i
matter of serious debate." :.2

.
.

.. y... , os p

sI

3. Research Design and Procedure
ti

The subjects were 53 students (Primarily college fxeshmanl enrolled
in a PSI beginning calculus section(Calculus Wand aft unspecified'
number of students enrolled in a "Comparison" calcAlia ,section tang
in a traditional lecture- discussion.style. experlimeat.was conducegd 400
Winter QUartercA.974,.at Colorado ,StateUniver ity. ., 'a

The variables measured were achieveinent &attitude. An analysis
of "success rates" (number'of students completing the course) was
.conducted. .Achievelvent was meas ed by a -item' PuteSt administered
at the beginning of the subsequeakquart ,(Spring),In 1,tie Aollqwup
course (Calculus II). Students attic es relating to method` of
ingiruction, course content, and fulfillment ocexpeciations were measured
during the seventh week of the Winter Quarter by the NeidllAttitude
Scale" (Neidt and Sjogren, 1968. It was given to 28 students: in the PSI
section and 27 students in the compsison section. -

The PSI students were required to complete 20 units (including4
review units) based on material from a 'standard college calculus,text
(Thomas,-,1972) in the 10-week quarter. The students wererequired to .

.complete all units to receive a final course grade. A, B, and .0 course ..

grades were assigned based on the last unit testt, which was a comprehensive
.review unit and sampled the entire course: Students who did not complete
the course (complete all units) were given an incomplete grade and were

4 '

4 a 'I.
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= t t d
allowed-to complete the course in the Spring Quarter (either in the PX

4 'mode or the lecture-discussion mode). ''

4 It wastateclihat the PSI students likely had higher mathematical

.

.

. aptitudes and were pre ably better motivated to stjuly.mathemstics than-
the students in'the compariSon 'Section based oistandard college aptitude el,
tests (ACT and SAT tests) and declared majors. ,No adjustment wan made4, id the andlysisfok these apparent differences.

4. ,. Findiata
fil I.

el . .

(a) The postt :results indiCatedrihiethe A lind B students from
the PSI section ,(all students completing the PSI course in'the
Winter Quaiter received'A B grades) performed slightly

+ better than the A

* S.

B at eats from tape comparison-section
aa,well as the o tridttional sections. -The differencfis.k^ .

. .

werenot signific
.,,, ( ..

- .

0'.
. ,

(b) The student attitudes in' the comparisoqmkiaditional) section
were slightly more favorable- thin those of- the students in the
.PSI seption. Again the differences were not aig04440ant:

1

,The "success-rate" strongly .favored the riadicional lecture- .
discussion sections. Only 17.(327.).studen(p from'the original' .
PSI grppp Completed the courie in oni--queitei!. A total o 1 ;

studs is (581) from the original PSI group, completed the k
course in one or two quaicers'with passing grades. It was 4 -

stated that 20 students 38x) withdrew froil the PSI section.
Itwas-also stated that .83% Of the students 'in all of the*.
traditonat sections completed .the course in 'one quarter with
passing' grades. 'The "success rata" ,data

foChb
rothe comparison.

aattilmlwere ot specified.
.

-

40 . .,
iv.

cs
-5.- Interpretations --- , ,

".. ,

. . - S. ASP ..
.

'.4"-: The ,PSI calculus section wait much les's successful than the litetature
suggested. Wittideiwarand aildre rates were abnormally high, an ,

d An.
unacceptfibly large 'number- orstudents,(48%, excluding students who Withdrew
from the PSI section} required two quarters to complete 'the one-quareer'
course. 40

.

f.
* ge. '

. *,

Threelacio
of success in this
calculusr

) PSI calculurstu eats were re46111eto Learn all mataaal
at a'hgh level f mastery while of some of the traditional

*calculus etude (the .A and B students, approkinlately 25%

of'the-tiVal population) were required to "Nester" some'

were. dentified Which'may have contributed to the lack
xperiment of the-PS/ method in teaching beginning,

sr'
.

4' 4i
. ,

/5 (st-least 85/) of, the material.'
-

t
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(c) The PSI - calculus Students tended to put off studying the
. course material until tt was too late.

It was suggested that, assuming PSis a sound inoructiona system,
to main problem for further research is to determine tiowlfie implementation
of PSI in beginning ca ulus Should be modified to.ichiemIrthe success of
I reported inthS l ersturA for other disciplines.

Critical Commentary '
4 '

af

The inherent, eq isement pf unit mastery necessary in the PSI sysilin
pass meaningfulAmparisons with traditionally ,taught sections difficult.
This study is no excelton. :There are a number of unanswered questions.

. .

4. Row were the PSI students' selected? ,Randomly? py,stuciene
. .

-- choice- ,, '

r $ .1.. .'
tBott "insignificant" werthe Miler

scpres? No'analysistwas'gi
inhievement

r

.
,

.

3. illow:flinsignificant"-were the differences in students' attitudes ?
No analysis was. giVen .

.

. .-
,'N;

Pt )
A. ,.Rilw much."better" were Ale PSI students initially? Ni:f, ,'

muantitetive data were given. Were the iiifferenCes significant?

-
- 5. Was the 20-ite

r
m achievement !posttest- valid? -

. I

, .4
. . .

Other questions are worthy of'discussion.and fur8
S' 0

le.' Are the PSI'Achievement 'standard§ applied to
, ' realistic ? ' i

er research, -8

ge.calculus6

. .

. .Witiat W OO haver ,been the resulti if lectures-veresiven in4 't. -.

. .'the PSI section (assuming the PSI format would remain other-
wise Unchanged)?. ,

.

#

3. a there perhaps objectives o f daditional calculus instruction
not leasured by the unkl achievement, tests '(and
ld not be.measured-in'any similar study.lcomparifig the

system with tcaditionil inatmuction)?
.

. , . § 1, ,
. , .

4,,

c 11. IrIt'pertiaps the case that the PSI calculus' Ysi.401 6T' .. .-
i instructio,vis inheAntly noteffectiye for

)-.1, py itudents? °'

, Perhaps a Ppl system worka'well fOr course's t t areprisiarily
. "memorization" courses - -such as'soWe beginning *science or..
langiese courses. Can the PSI syste6' be modif ed (thuslit,
would a; longer bei by definition, a PSI system) in Order to
be more effective in a " problem- solving" type of course, such
as calculus?

#
As

c'tearly indicatei that the quori tion is not,
in beginnihg'college calculus?"; rather, the- *,

The Klopfenstetn s
"How can PSI be implemen

38 424,
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questiOn emains, "Can the"PiImethod of instruction be effectively used
to ach beginning college' calculus ?" There is a definite need for IprtAtr

7a4k*search on this queStio

ak

.

Keller, F.,S. 'Goodbye Teacher
Analysis, vl, pp79-89, 1968.
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ELEMENTAL_ GROUiuNGS HEDIPCHILDREN PERCEIVE CARDINALITY: A TWO-PHASE .

RESEARCH STUDY.* Maertens, Norbert W.; Jones, Rowan q.; Waite, Ardis.
Journal for Research in Mathematics Education, v8 n3,"pp181 -19k, May
1977.

, -

- 4panded- Abstract and Analysis Prep ed. Especially for I.M.E. by

J .
Y

Douglas lk Owens, University of British Columbia.

Purpose

-Phase One

; The urpose.of Phase One of the 4udy was to prOvide evidence for
answering following questions:

(a) Can children more easily.idmtify the
objects which areelementally_grouped
elementally grouped?

s 4

car4inality.of4ets of
than sets wilpich are not

. .

(b) Can children mori,easily pergefiie tbe.cardinality of element- .'
ally grouped sets'arraniped in uniformEpatterns than in non-
unifArm pattetnst, . -.

c.,

Are there differences in firateffiekind-,*arid third-grade
children's abilities to perceive the'otardtaLities one to
nine of sets?

,

(c)

2. Rationale ft-4.v\
'

+
An 'underlying aseumOdon oftie-ihvestigators is that younothiI-

dren should be provided'idta=exampies:Of sets that eiable. :hem to per-
ceive the cardinality of.tsete-rApidly,, meahimOully,)and without .

counting. Perceiving the whole,, set 144tn imporynt step in linking
early number concepts to theude'vf symbols. tevioui research indi-
cated that the maximum numhir,of gbjects in.a horizontal row that can
be perceived at OM time)ephoue counting or regrouping'is four or
five. While not explicitlAstated, tbe investigators accept the fief
inition of sets of cardinality onetfaiciugh tour as,elemental groupthgs

.
9

vat

3. ResearcieDesign anktoce

Ate subjects in Phase On
of an elementary school in

hood., Subjects in each grade
groups. Treatment conditions
by the diagmbelow.

A.

4
II%

weret 239 children in grades 7, 2, and
suburban, middle c ss neighbor-

were randcimly alsigned treatment
fora set of seven, hjecir are illustated



4

'Treatment A (Ne80)- Treatment B (N -79) Treatment d (N40)
Mementally.grouped Elementally grouped Nonelementally groUped
Uniform pattern Nonuniform pattern

11,11

II* * * * r* ,

0 * * *
P

Nine 35 mm slides of red-orange paper dolls on a blueobackground
were viewe&by Thipili for 1/2 second with a 2-seebind interval between
slides to allow each child to respond orally to the previous slide.
After practice slides (1, 1,03) each child viewed the slides for one
trespent condition in the sequence,l, 4, 2, 7, 3, 9, 5, 8, 6. Data
were analyzed as orthogonal with unequal group sizes.

4. .Findings

'the investigators found that when using sets with cardinality one
through nine:

(a) Identifying the cardinality of elementally grouped sets was
significantly tasier than identifying the cardinality of
nonelementally grouped sets.

(b) Sets of elementally grouped objects in- uniformly patterned
arrangenents were significantly more easily identifiable .

than those in nonuniform patterns.

(c) Second- and third-grade children scored significantly higher
than first Mptade childrtn in perceiving sets having larger
cardinality.

. .

t,l. Purpose

Phase Two

6

4:

Phase Two of the study was designed to answer the following
.

questions:. .
9

(a) Can young children be trained to 'pexceive increasingly
larger .numbers of objects in nonelemental groupings?

III
(b) young children be trained to view eleientally arranged

s of ojbects? '

.

(c) What effect does pretesting prigito trainingihave on
children's ability to perceive elMentally and nonelementally

41
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grOilped arrays?

2. Rationale

The'quesiion'of effitacy of'iiaining children to perceive the:
cardinality of-elementally grouped and nonelementally grouped sets grew

. out of Phase One.

'71

3. Research Design and Procedure
' J

The sample for Phase Two was 58 children in two second-grade clisi-
rooms. The children were from a different community than Phase One,
but of similaf socioeconomic backtxpund.

Twd tteatments, one for elementally grouped sets (E)'and one for
noneleMentally groupeddhets-(NE), were designed for a group situation.
In the first of three 20-minute sessions of each treatment, the subjects
Viewed 28 slides representing cardinalitites one through nine., None
of the slides were these used for testing. The second session animist-
ed of the same slides in a different order and large flash cards con-
taining various numbers, colors, and objects. The third training sess-
ion consisted of glides, flash cards, and worksheets. The worksheets,
were given as a timed gahe in which children were asked to work'quickly
and write the number of 'objects under' each group without counting.

The same test was givenas a pretest and a posttest. It consisted
of 18 items of elementally grouped objects of Phase One (Treatment, A)
and-monelimentally grouped objects (Treatment C), for cardin4lities .

one through nine. The investigators used a modified Solomon Four-Group
Design as shown with group; sizes in the figure below. Analysis of
variance was usedmto'lanaIyie tht posttest data.

Oroup Number
r

Pretest Training

A

B

C

D

4. Findings

15 Yes Nit 4 I

i

14 . Yee E ....4

:, 15 - , No NE:

14 NO E. -

4

The results bre given in' each case fOr cardinalities because
the items 1-4-iaere similar for elemental and nonelemental groupings.
Result,- of the . a:magi:es were:

42
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(a) Performance on nenelemental groupings was nqt significantly
different for subject's who received training in nonelemenf-

. ally grouped arrays (Groups A and C)Ahan for subjects who
received training in elementally grouped sets (GroUps B and
D).

(b))Differences in performance on elemental groupings were
significant in favor of those who received training on
elemental groupings (Groups B and D) over 'the treatment
group on nonelemental groupings (Groups A and C).

st. (c) Subjects who i pretest prior to training (Groups A
and B) performegillgnificantly better than subjects who
had*not taken the pretestI(Groups C and D) on the posttest
of elementally grouped. items -only. -.There was no identifiable'

.4.,

difference for the nonelementally grouped posttest.

The ingestigitors reported under "other findings" that. for all
subjects there was a marked decrease in ability to perceive nonelmment-
al groupings water than four. Further, training had a'greater effect
on perception of odd numbers of elementally grouped objects than on-

- even numbers. In most cases, regroupings occuring after three were
more accurately perceived than regroupings after four.

13. Interpretations (Phases One and Two)

Am* Training in nonelemental groUpingt appeared to have a negligible
effect on performance on nonelemental groupings. .Training did have
a positive effect on children's ability to, perceive elemental group-
ings. This seems to indicate that "...use of iterials that arevnot
elementally grouped for children oniyileads tq rote patterning instead .

of meaningful,mental images for numbers" (p.192). Judicious use'of'
elemental groupings in curriculum activities is on .way that children
can and Mould increase their understanding of number. From the
training it was apparent that some media and some arrangements were
more readily perceived than others.

The investigators give a considerable list.of suggestions for
further research. For &maple, how easily are elemental groupings
with cardinalities greaTerfihan nine perceived? Do children need to
know multiples of elemental numbers in order to identify the cailtnal-
ity of larger groupings? A numbei of questions remain unanswered about
the effect of arrangement, spacing, objects represented, color of
Objects, and background on performance.

Critical Commentary

This"was a valuable stuein that it contributed to icilowledge
about one aspect of young children's number concept. Perceiving the
cardinality of a set is a very important facet of. number concept, but

.
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it is not clear that other means of determining cardinality, such as

.counting, are necessarily rote activities.

The investigatik report apparent informal observationd as "other

findings" without reporip6mg the supportive data. Observations such

as thii are a valuablormeans of generating hypotheses for further study.

Wouldn't it be preferable to reporr the data, such is group means, on

which the observations were based?

Aaparently there were errors in reporting in Tables 1 and 2 which

give ihe results of-Phase One. The tables gave the same entry four

times for "Source" of variation, while four different results were

clearly being reported. ,

4,1
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RELEVANT AND SOME IRRELEVANT FACTORS,IN THE CHILD'S CONCEPT OF WEIGHT.
Murray, Frank B.; Johnson, Paul E. "Journal of Edutational Psychology,
v67 n5, pp70.,-711, 1975.

Expanded - Abstract and Analysis Prepared Especially for I.M.E. by
' Leslie P. Steffe, University of Georgia.

1. Purpose

Murray and Johnson's impose was to propose and test
model for the child's conceptiif weight. The model'descr
event (or "logical") conditions under which an object's
and some of the,important irrelevant conditions under w
not change.

2. Rationale

descriptive
bes the rel-
ight changes,
h it does

The rel4vant conditions under which an object'i weight changes are
defined by the equation w = g. me.m2.1/d2. 'In the equation, w repre-
sents the weight of some object of mass m1; g represents gigravitation-
al constant; and d represents the distance between the center of the
object and the cpter of the appropribe planet of mass m2. The sources
of irrelevant`tefiditions under which an object's' weight does not change
can be quite.varied. Their importance resides in the fact that students
may consider conditions which are irrelevant to a change in an object's
weight as relevant. Why they do so is of importance to psychological
research.

The relevant and irrelevant conditioni chosen for study were des-
cribed by a collection of transformations on a clay ball. The logic-
ally relevant transformations defined by the equationtfor the weight
of an'object were (a) a change in the mass of the object and (b) a
change.in the distance between the planet and the object (vertically
upward or vertically downward). Logically irrelevant transformations
(not defined in the equation) were (a) a change in temperature, (b) a
change in the number of connected pieces (continuity), (c) a change 40
prokimity to a larger or smaller object (context), (d) a change.in
shape, and (e) a change in horizontal position (nearer to or farther
from the child).

Research Design and Procedure

One hundred twenty white second-grade children were used'as sub-
jects. They were balanced across socioeconomic groups (high, middle,
and low) and sex. All,children had used the Minnemast curriculum
unit on weight. Each subject was tested individually with 18 weight
problems concerning a clay ball. In each problem,, the subjectOhad to
judge whether theciay ball was more, less, or the same in weight as

I-
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it was before the ball was changed in some way. The order of alterna-
' tives was balanced across problems. The subjects were randomly assign-
ed to two groups which differed in that Group 1 would received forward
transformations (State A to State B) whereas Group 2 received the re-
verse tranOormations (State .B to -State A). In the following table,
Croup 1 wilul receive the "forward " ,transformation of 'having clay added

to-a ball, wh e Group 2 Would have the reverse transformation of having
clay removed f om a ball. In case of the attribute temperature, Group
1 children would start with a warm ball and would be asked to imagine
the ball hard and cold outside. Group 2 children would first be asked
to imagine the ball hard and,cold,outside then, would be asked to imagine,

,'it coming inside. For all attributes and problems, then, the initial
and final states.were reversed for Group 1 and GAIT) 2.

TRANSFORMATIONAL TYPES ON A CLAY BALL

Attribute Mass

Problem 1 and 2

Transfotmation Add-clay

Temperature ,

3 and ,4 5 and 6

Imagirie Imagine
hard and hot and
cold soft . .

1

Conti! uiti ' Context

7 and 8 9 and 10

Divide into
three pieces

Place tie4
to bigger
ball then _

smaller
ball

Attribute Shape Vertical
Upwasd

Vertical Horizontal
Downward Movement

Problem 11 and 12

Transformation Roll into
a "sau
sage"

13 and 14 15 and 16 17, and 18

Imagine on a moun-
tain or on an air-
plane

Imagine in
a tunnel
.below
ground or
thrown into

.a deep hole

Imagine in
'room down
hall.or
move on a
table top

*h. Finding's

;

(1) The results of the relevant transformations of adding or sub-
tracting city to a clay ball essentially were relevant aspects of

icight" for the children; With few exceptions, the thildren knew that
"weight" also would change.

(2) The results of the releVant transformation of increas ing or
decreasing the distance between the clay ball and the planet Earth-
essentially were irrelevant aspects Of "weight" for the .children. For
the eight problems (13, 14, 15, and 16 for Groups,1 and 2) approximately

46 ou
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50 of the 60 children doing each thought the,weight'would remain the
same,

(3) The only irrelevant transformation that was, in fact, essen-
tially irrelevant foi the children was horizontal movement.

(4) The difference in the proportion of subjects responding "same"
and-"not same" between the problems with horizontal movement of-the
clay ball and any other type of transformation was significant sta-
tistically.

5. Interpretations

Murray and Johnson in their discussion of the results, stated

(1) .... if the child believes that-a certain transformation
increases weight, he should judge that the tindoing of that
transformation should decrease weights.... The data on the
differences in more and less responses between the groups
clearly indicate Oat the subjects exhibited this consis-
tency or reversibility for (a) addition-subtraction, (b)
continuity, (c) temperature inpretse and decrease, (d) con-
text transformation, and slightly less clearly for the
,shape transformation."

,

(2) ".... where the physicist 's-definition of weight is that it
is the:funct of two masses and the distance between them,
.... it appe s that for the child of 8 years weight is a
function, in Tying degrees, of the objeces-mass,..temper -
atue, continuity, context, shape,-and not its-vertical
or horizontal location."

. -

(3) "These data
V
provide no prescriptions to the curriculum

writer for correcting these misconceptions; rather, they
merely point out that these errors exist and that perhaps
they sh d be treated."

e*,

(4) "It s clspr that although Minnemast conservation training
did nor:generalize across other transformations, it was
successful in some degree for training conservation of
weight undehe shape transformation."

Critical Commentary

Murray and Johsnon sNbuld be congratulated for their excellent
research. The-isdues are seemingly important for the measurement
strand of mathematics curricula and certainly for science cmicult
that treat weight at the early ages. While some data were Afrorted
by the authors concerning acquisition of the concept of weight by Bik
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year-old children, there isan important unanswered question concerning'
the natdre of their coneept. Murray and Johnson speak of treating
errors that exist in the 8 -.year -olds' conception of weight. But are
those "errors" evidence of a primordial conception of weight and, as
such, precious indicators of factors a child must encounter in the con-
struction of the concept?.

The evidence presented by the authors seems to indicate an affirm- k
ative'answer to this question, as the children had been in a unit of
weight in the Minnemast curriculum. The curriculum did uoduce non-
generklized conservation of weight under the shape transforkation.
Direct tutelage on the weight concept for the purpose of eradication
'Of the "errors" may do untold damage to the construction of the concept.
:The "errors" may point to a set of factors quite critical for a child
to encounter in a variety of situations and contexts.

If one accepts the absumption that mathematical (and, in some cases,
physical) concepts go through "stages" ror the learner much as do
concepts in development, a natural *nation to ask is whether there
are identifiable states, other than reported in'the study, of the con-
ception of weight for children. A natural strategy in such a search
would be to look across ages for the answer. If such states can be
identified, then profitable tralning'studies could be done attempting
to elucidate the mechanism of transition from one state to another.
Such trainipg studies are potentially beneficial in the search for
effective instructional strategies regarding. weight.
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SELF-PACED MATHEMATICS INSTRUCTIONS A STATISTICAL COMPARISON WITH
TRADITIONAL TEACHING. Peluso, Ada; Barapchik, A.J. American Math-.
erratical Monthly, v&4 n2, pp124-129, February'I971.

Expanded Abstract Alt Analysis PieparedgEspecially fo; I.M.E. by -

Harold Mick, Virginia Polytechnic institute and State University.

1. Purpose

''. To compare the effects of two,modes of'self-paced instruction,
with traditional classroom` instruction AS measured by final exam-

*inations and success in subsequent mathematics courses.

2. Rationale

;,

The open-admissions policy at CUNT motivated the adoptinkof
the Keller; Plan, and, In general, self-paced instruction at Hunter
College. The department of mathematics expected large umbers of
students with d ient backgrounds in mathematics to enroll in the .

Basic Structur Mathematics course. Previous resear involving
the Keller Plan ad shown that students enjoyed mathematics more when
they wake permitted to progress at their own rtes and to interact
with Mors.

3. Research Design and Procedure

'*

Basic_ Structures of Mathematics, a one-semester coursA'intended
for non- scienbe students, had a syllabus-consisting of the elements
of lOgie, relations and operations, elementary number theory, set
theory, the rudiments of real numbers, somioanalytic geometry, and
an introduction to functions and their graphs. Each of the 617 college
students who registered for the course in the fall of 1972 was assigned
to one of three modes of instruction:

Classroom (C): Rigular,classroom instruction, consisting
of three lecturemhours-per week, with one instructor
for approximately 35 students.

&limning Center (LC)4, Self- pacing instruction,utiltzing0.
tapeslide shows,with one instructor and onetutor
available for each set of apprbximately 35 stUdents.

Learning Center-Keller,Pla(LCK): Similar to LC but. with
A Keller Plan modification in which each group of 10
to 12'students was identified with a student tutor.

Comparisons, of three modes of idstruction were carndulted relative to:
the scores OF0*the final efamination administered at t e end of the'
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4 semester; the number of students wfio passed, or did not pas d'sub -

sequent mathematics course; and the yalue:of the pretest as a pre- 6

ictor of final examination performance. Of the original 617 students

enroll, 185 had been pretested in arithmetic pomputation. The'

,design and procedures associated with the Basic:Structures course were

--eabeptially replicated for a beginning calculus course seheduled the

same semester. 1

4. Findings

v
Basic Structures of Mathematics results. A one-way analysifFof

variance showed a significant difference faiioring the serf-pacingtmodes

On final examination scores (F2,487 ' 33, p. '05) among the.three

instructional Nodes of the 490 studints'whodbompleted the Basic Struc-
.

tures course, but showed no significant difference (F1,285 = 1.666)

between the two self - pacing- modes. When the sample was restricted to

the 185 students who had been pretested in arithmetic computation, a
two -way ANOVA showed significant differences in 'final examipatAon .

scores (F2,1%7 = 15.9,p< .05) among the three instruction modes,favoring

the self-pacIng modes. An ANOVA comparing the self-pacing modes showed

a slight superiority of LC over LCK (F2:82 '3.76, p< .05). 0f the
approximately equal progortions'of students from the three modes of
instruction (C-29%,-LC-31%, LCKr.33%) whq cho to take a 4ubse4uent "s'4

mathematics course, those in the self-pacing modes were more likely to
paap theironext,mathematics.course, =.6.3, p< .05). Finally, 'a*

regression . analysis performed on' red cting final ex tion-scores

as a function of,pretest scores showed that performance iniC .d-LCK

was straggly related to prior mathematical skills but this was not the

cdse for 'LC. In fact, several 'students entering LC with-low pretest --
scotes'performed very well on the final examination.

.
Calculus results. Data, from the 395 atudeliis enrolled in a first-

semester 'ealculus course were not ,subjected' to an ANOVA'analysih, blit;

it was observeethat 93% of the stfideots enrolled in C took the final

514"-)

examination while only-6 o those students in LC and,59% in LCK took:
the final examination. The p rcentages for those passing tht course 6
were 88%, 50%, and U.% for , LC, and LCK4espectively; ana,the average
final scores were 0.33; 60.88, and 61.61fot C, 14, an4 LCK respect-
iveiy. When this sample.was restricted to the 142 students who were
pretested with a calculus readiness test,-a two-way,ANOVA indicated .

--,signg lit2 120 ' 11.6, 1) .05)ieant differences iu final examination scoret
among the three instructional modes favoring the self PA-pacipg modes.

Follow-up data were inconclusive in teims of the likelihspod of taking.,
the subsequeao calculi course and of the performance in that course.
A regression analysi again' indicated that performsnqd, in 'teas relit-

__ ,'tively independent , the preealcailus pretest.

.
. 44,;. &

vb.

5. Interpretations dr.'

In the Basic Stkuctures course the two self-paiing modes'of
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instruction were'foundto'be sup for to iradit4Cnialjeachini;both *IP,:
, ... _ ,

,in terms of final examination perforiance and .ecceak in.subsequent
1 mathematics courses.. In particular, the Learnfteenter mode of in-so '

. str*tiOn appeared to raise weak (as measured-by a- 'tritest) 'students'
'perfoimce.up to ale,level of thatiof strong students. .These modes

. .

I of instruction were alio compared'in teaching beginnIng'calculns, with
V

more mixed restate. The slight advantage of the self-pacing modes as
41

.

,,,shred by final examination performance must be weighed against ''',. -

their substantiallymglower sadeesful -completion rate. ,.. 4.

a:.

-

la

C .Commentary
. ,

,..
,

- '.. i The resaiterofothiesthdYyshoUld haveAmplicatiorlPfor establishing
, prioritiesoinedeteinaning futute curi4c4luffi decisions at Hunter College,

* . but the study has little, if any, signifricance for.the-matheditics
educattoopzcommunity,at large. Expenditures of time; money, materialk, 7

- : and talent directed aeindivistuaiizintoathematics'learning are'deserv-
ing of- praise, and according to this iTOHy, these reisources"have re -

tyrned,dividends toward meeting the needs of students with deficient
5Eliverage mathematics.background at HunterCoilege.-"Hbwever, the study .
laCis,sigipient experimental controls itid overall quality 'to be general- ,
izableLt

.

it.a larger population.'
' ,', .1e- 4 ,

..

.

4: 10

The relation of'this study to previous research associated with
'off-pacing insttuctiOn was pkstchy,at best. For instance, ifit,was
the intent, of"the,authors to extend'and build on'cutFent knowledge and
theory,. why didn't theyreview or report the literature? The Only re-,

.
Search study cied,fouad that. enjoy Keller courses much more

11110414 , litontentiOnal-coursesbeciuse of self7pacingand interaction with.
, but no analysiswas made regarding measures of student attitudes.

There also' appears to be a contradiction in4the interpretation and use
'of the,tetm "se.liipaCing." The entering freshmen who hadbeenAlretested
'and asigned;to iftf-pacing'instruttion had to finish the,brisic struc-,
urea codrseana beginng calculus within the same time interval as ,

tradi. Onal.gioup in:order to be included in the statistlical
lyses omparing relative effectiveness of the three modes of instruc-

ti le this design does control the :time variable, it permits,self-
.pacinkonly within, the Interval of one semester. Moreover, all students
allegedly -compI.Fted each study unit which:involved behavioral object',
tives, self -ttiets, xontpmt inthe'form of slide-tape lessons, posttest
for"ohecking understandisf, and sample examinations with answers.
CoMlideftni,the time took to complete all the selfrpacing lessons,
it may have been the case that the traditional classes had mort time
and opportunities fr"self -pacing" than the self=pacing classes. If
del what 'assurancee dile the,reader,have that the traditiontiO.ass
oyered all the WaterTE1- on the final examinationl'and,in i'manner

consonant with the pelf-pacing sample exiitinations?- Did the,final'
ination oe.psist of ,questionszexemplar of the sample eilaiinations
'answ,ersAiventeach student in elf-pacing gmfes of instruction?

Were the quettileicmostly relatedetoJr le -type Tlearning?
fth. w , 4,.

gt,

4

4

a
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° Fromsa statistical point of view, whywerenitall students origin-
ally pretested? And if the original selqption of students to Ale three.:
modes' of instruction was made at raxidom (randdwassignment wasinot
mentioned), then why limit the:,analysis just to,pretested studenti.aa.,
occurred with thecalculus results? Generally the authors appeared
NiSsed, as indicated by t#eir failure to report staitistical analyses

of it culus study for all student's originally enrolled,for not .

report data from the subsequent calculuc, course, and for not
i A

emphaWzing that the pretejt differences favored the self-pacing modes
in both analyses of fitbi'examination scores. , I

-.1' ----,ie ."i ' , .
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,A VIABLE INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEM. Rubillo, James 1i. MATYC
Journal, vii n2 pp89 -95, Spring 1077.

-
- /

*ended Allstrawand Analysis Prepared EiPecially for I.M.E. by
Frank Matthews, University of Houston. .

.1. Purpose

The purpose'of the
traditional mode and an
algebrk.

2. Rationale
4.

study was to. compare the egoctiveness of a
individualized mode of presenting college

Along with many other departments across the country, the Math-
1r

x emetics Department of. Bucks County Community College is involved in.

5

listigatiog alternatives to the traditional mode of classroom in-
ruction."

' .1

*,... .
-,. _,-

. .

3. Research Design and: Procedure .*.
4,

4

.-

% V , Tiie subjects mere 150 students who registered for'college algebra.
-,i

plesi *ubjects sel$-sele4ted thfmselves'either,into three experpmentil
(E) 4ections whichwere labeled "Individuald Learning" (78 students)
ori#4_thiee cont #01 (CI sections (j studiffts). , The experimental
seCtfo#s:Ote op zed ground a serres of 12 booklets partitioning
the delrse content4. Each
vi opts pre, and' sst
lath Vfircises, a

booklet contained a list of objectives, pre-
1f-tlats,textual presentation of content
alter*ate matvials; and review exercises.

Cbipl*Oon of elich400klet was followed by an examination th 70%
k required for contieilaticin. Instructors conducted small-gro dis-
> Cuissiptie and indiVidlial tutorials along with completing admin rative
datieOuriag, class.' Students complqiig,more-than two-thirds of the

.

contailt were allowed' up to an.additional 8 weeks.
-

A 25-question multiple-choice pretest covering con ceptseconsidered
to bererequisite was adanistered induce t-test was. used to test for
initial diffetences betieen the groups. In the twelfth week of the :

semester, a locally modified attitude scale was adininistered and mean -

scoree,cohPared. At the end of the ,semester a 60-question multiple.-
choice final Was-given and the results compared. Finally, the success
ritesiin the two approaches were,pompared.

9

0

. Findings

On the pietest the experimental group had a mean score one unit
higiune than the score for the control group.; This Was not, however,
significant at the 0.05 level.

'r
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For the 102 studepts who took The attitude test.there vas a differ-
ence, in favor of the expetimental group, significant at the 0.02 level.
Scores for the 98_students taking the final examination resulted in a
higher mean for the experidental groip 'which'was significant at the'0.05
level.. - -

A chisquaba *analysis of a contigency table for the number of
students successfully completing the course: Indicated that significantly
(NI*4.35;9ftgaificant at 0.05 for'df=1)--morelltudents completed the
experiment)ail program. 44

5. Interpretations,.

The investlgator'states "The Individualizedarhing System is
a viable learning alternative." HE notes that the experimental pro- 1

gram discussed produced better attitudes, a higher completion rate,'
And higher final. examination scores for the students involved in the
study. Finally, he states that_an instructor wiehing tg.'employ such'
an approach can be assured that students are achieving and learning at
an acceptable Ivel. , -

*A Critical Commentary

This article provides a reasonable ascription of a particular' .

approach toward individualization and a soned defense of its via-
bility. Readers should, however, use care if they wish to Ube it to
show the superioritS, of indiVidualized approaches over traditional
methods. This is an error which the author carefully avoids In his
conservative interpretation of the reLults- -for which he -should be
commended.

qp
e equivalence dt the two groups id at least questionabalt. A

level of 0.15 is cite stringent'when the important error would be
.to assume equivalace where the groups are different, In fact, there
is less than chance in 5 that such a difference would occur if the

-existing scores were divided at random into two duch.groups. The
potential for error here is at least high enough that some effort to
control for an effect of pretest scores should nave been made in the
analysis of final examination scores. The result of that t-test was
close enough;(2.004 with a,cufoff s e of 1.985) so that any con-
tribution from the pretest scores And greatly affect the significance
level. 44

A different set of problems occurs with the attitudinal data.
First there is a subject selection diffiulty. Participanta_ln the
experiment did volt' _for a diffspent-Iffiad of experience and may
have begun with better attitudes. In addition, the design made no ,

pretext of.contr011ing for a Hawthorne effect which is likely in such 4situation.

.
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No discussion occurs of the sample-Ellie variation contileCtions at ,

each stage and the potential for error frfimm such contractions. This,
is particularly strange when you consider .that five stu nts more suc-
cessfully completed the experimental course. than took required final
examination. The reason for this difference is cruc If they'were
students who received "incompletes," they were not among the better' --

students and their inclusion would reasonably be expected to have an .

effect on the t-test by lowering the difference of the means. In-addi-
tion, if one were to.coupare the rate of successful completion wit
the 'enlister (without the extra 8 weeks) pne would get a X2 of1.94

tL

which is ot significant at any reasonable level. If, however, they
were exceptional sgudents for whom the final examination was not r-'-' '

quired the result would be strengthened'. The reason for this shift p,
..nsicould be interesting.' . ,.

.

%.t 1

Finallrthe generaliagbility
.

of the repults depends on the amount
of -corresp:ondence with the program studied. Individual)ded instructional
systems vary in many parameters and little is known about which peri-
meters are crucial. The system discussed utilized different text mate-

m.iisls, ore
,

tests, retests, flexible scheduling of tests. variability
In pacing. a variety of instructional modes. and UP to an extra 8 weeks,
of time. "A variety.ofsubsets of therMlimples and some others have
_occurred in othek studies of the same genre. AgreeMent has occurred
that the alternatives are reasonable although,not always.costt -effective.

;
.

1 On the whole the article provides 4upport for the instructors who
wish to use a novel mode ofinstruction, and assists them in justifying,
the'velidity of such an approifh. It does not, however, provide them
with much guidance as to the optimal way to approach it. It is to be
strongly hoped that further development in the area will lead to more
such guidance.

's.

AR.
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macs OF TEACHAS DISCOURSE SAND STUDENT ACHIEVpUIT Its MATHEMATACS.
qmith, Lyle R. JoUrnal for Research in Mathematics Education, v8 n3
011195-p4, May 1977: -

-*
Expanded Abstract and Analysis Prepared Especially for I.M.E. by,
'John W. Gregory, University of Florida.

1. Purpose

AThe purpose of the study was to examine aspects'of discourse of
first -Rear algebra teachers in order to identify verbal viors re-
lated/ to student achievement from a lesson on direct va on.

2'. Rationale

The authirsuggests that very little had been done in the way
of verbal lie io analysis Min mathematics- classrooms. -No rationale
for.the vaiiable f analysis employed nor fore selection of-Content

was given.

3. Research titign and Procedure
ti

Twenty teachers of firat-year.algebra were randomly selected
from a large school system. One class of, each teacher (selection not
explained) served in the investigation. .Each teacher agreed:to teach'
a twenty-minute lesson which.was to focus on (1) translating state-
ments involving an expression of direct variation into mathematical
equations, .(2) solving for the constant of variation, and 43) solving
for the remaining variable given the constant and a value for one
variable.

, ,

The sampling unit of classes provided a sample. of 455.students
.who received an administration of an investigator-written, 14.4tem
test over 'the -three objectiVle. Validity andrelrlability "of the In-
0trument were not disclosed. When the test was administered is also
not clear.

Mean class scores and adjusted mean class scorer (utilizing the
California Achievement Test scores on file as a covariate;.timing
the CAT,administration not lixg,ained) were subjected to oorrelleional
analyses 'with the following verOal behavior measures ,-serving as in-
dependent variables:

(1) frequency and percent of rtievant examples presented

(2) a mean rating score (from 1 to 10) combining the number
of lesson objectives.the teacher ettempted to meet, a
-rating of "degree to which.the objectives were dealt

6
56
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Stith," the.
.

ee to ithich_ lesson objectives were focused .

on an 'sequence in which_they were dealt with."

(3) averagejrequency of "OKs" per minute of teacher talk
I.

(4) frequency of irrelevant exiAmplei

..
(5)' average vagueness terms permute of teacher talk (in-

cluding ambiguous designatia, negated intensifiers,

Ilk *proximations, error admission, indeterminate quantification,
multiplifty, and possibility statements)

.(6) total.leen time (uildefinud, fp seems to include some
student work- time)'

`(7) 'totalexamplell'and application (both relevant and; irrelevant)

(8) average mazes per minute of teacher talk Unclucling falst
starts, redinianupY and tangles of wordsi

phi uncleap)-.

:411r

(lb) total frequency of student-initiated responses

The indhendent measures were obtaiped either from actual, timing or
' from trained"coder racings of typescripts. Three 'coder interpretations
vereiveraged for eacE variable, for each lesson. Reliability of the
coders was determined and maintained upon the basis of percentage of'
-agreemenvon th4total frequency of each variable and percentage of
agreement on the location of instsppes'of'the behavior.

total-frequency ofiteadherinitiated responses (definition

4. Findings
a .

Mean performane on the achievement test and measures constituting
the independent variables were sufficiently frequent and variant for
analysis. Some of the ranges of interest to the reviewer were "average
'OKs' per minute" 0.00 to4.92 (one teacher used in excess of llb
"Ms"); "relevant examples" - 4.0 to 49.0;"teacher-initiated responses"
74.0 to 153.0; and "percent teacher talk" - 55.8 to percent.

Correlation cotificients, using an unidentified a priori alpha
risk, exhibitea the following significant .(reviewer-defined p< .10)-
relationships with class.achievement:,

- frequency and-percentage of relevant examples (r = .65)

- lisson objective raking (i - .58)

- average "Oks"iper minute (r_ =

61
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A

- nusher c(.irrelevant examples (E -.53)

- avetage vagueness terms per minete

e

5. Interpretations.

It is the investigator's contention that the thrertariables
1

relating positively with achievement involve "...organization, struc-
turing and clarity of lessolia." The lesson objective rating, and use'

. of relevant examples were thought to provide evidencesof careful plan-
ning and execution. An analysis'of the use of "OK" rellealed that "OK",°.
was "used as a form of punctuation mark by.some teacheii7at 'OK' at -?

. the,beginning of'a statement indicating that a new train of thought
. had begun, agil an ',OK' at the end of a statement indicating that the
statement was complete."

41`..

4

The appearanceof a negati4e correlation between frequency of
vagueness terms and achiev t is consistent with work done by in-
vestigators of social studies classes referred to by the investigator.

aat

Critical Commentary

I-

0
Having been revised as recently as 1976, it is unfortunaiethat-

'the-author did not include a consideration of -the numerous iiyeetiia-.
-tions which have been conducted relative to verbalbehavior:analysis
in mathematics classes. ..The reader; and author, Should consider,*
work completed and being.cont red by'individilals isSociatedith Ole
Georgia Center for Research on Teaching and Lemeng,Mathematics- 4,An
inspmtionof thia'work wouldbreveal that de y under reilew 1110 just
touched upon some of the more sophisticated anal td-re atits-040thers
in mathematics education. mur .

!.

.i.

-.,

..;
, -, -- .

.

Questions brought to mind by both; the procedures and iiallts,O,

!.. -k 1

(1) Is same-day xesting appiopriate in light the necissitri
for student practice ? Would retention esting lead to ' ','

,

7s study are:

t

slailar results?

(2) Is linear regression an appropriat chnique of Itnalysie:
for frequency measures? Can we really as that , *he .

highest, frequency is the optitum?

- A
(3) "Is it the frequency of rile:int example:1,dr their place4

I meet relative to definitionsand practioebrch lea 4 to
' achievement? Would analysi.sOf the occdittehte-of t4leven0
1on-examples along, with reletent.exasples lean to more
interpretable findings?

;

Jc
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,
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(4) Is the rate (average frequency per minute) $n appropriate
seasurein view of varying individual speech patterns?
Does averaging avefages of coder scores in order to pro-
Owe a rate-per-minute compound the problem of interpretation?

*A

(5) Can habitual language ( "OKs") and vagueness. terms be re:""9......,s

placed functionally by use of wait -time.(silence)?

"Or

c
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THE EFFECTS OF THih.INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES ON PROBLEM SOLVING
BEHAVIORS IN SEdONDARY.SCHOOL MATHEMATICS. Vos, Kenneth. Journal for
Itesearch'in Mathematics Education, v7, tp264-276, November 1976.

Expanded' bstract and Analysis Prepared Especially for I.M.E. by
Stephen S. Willoughby, New -York University.

1. Purpose

To investigate the effect's of, three initrustional strategies

(repetition, list, behavioral instruction) usedo increase the effect-
ive use of five problem-solving behaviors (drawing diagrams% approx-
imating, constructing equations, classifying.data, conptruroting charts).

-C

. 2. Rationale '

Problem-solving' ability,is generally recognized as an important
rgoal of mathematics education. Most research- on the subject has con-
Centrated on translating word problems into number sentences and on
answers. This research was designed to study ways of affectihethe,
methods of solution.

A

v.
3. Research Design and Procedure

'The independent variable was instructional strategy. The three
stratdgies,were: -

(1) Repetition: Offly-prOblem tasks were given.

(2) List: The prob lem task was presented. A checklist of
suggeEed procedures to follow was provided end children
were told to check off all procedures they "tried or
ertght about trying." Some behavioral instruction was
provided and they were Instructed to return to die pro-
blem task.

(3) Behavioral Instrdction: Behavioral instructions was pro-
vided and then the'task was presented.

5,
F behaviors identified in a pilot study and taught in the

trea t period Nere: drawing diagrams, approximating and checking,
yr .g equatAns, classifying date, and constructing charts.

InStructionil.material was presented through self-directed, writ-
ten material in the form of twenty problems.(about lb minutes each) used
over a fifteen-week period. Six classes at three grade levels in a
privateschooliin Iowa were involved?. The classes with numbeakef
studentWwere: Algebra II (25); Geometry (29); Algebra I, section
(22); Algebra I, section 2.(28); Math Survey (21); and Elementary

111W
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'Algebra (8). The total N was133. Low-ability students were assigned
tar-the last two clasties. The very small number of students in Elementary

.a.i..Algebra resulted from unexpected schedule conflicts. In each case,
students were randomly assigned to one of the three treatments.

The dependent variables were:

(a) SCores on STEP forms 24 and 3A, Mathematics Part II (pretest)
, and Part I (posttest) ,

- (bi Scores on a Problem-Solving Approach Test (PUT), constructed
by Vos (posttest). The students were not required to solve
the problems, tout rather were to Choose f ;om a list of five
approaches the best and next-best approaches to each problem.

Cal. Scores on a Problem-Solving Test (PST) Apparently constructed
by Vos (posttest). Students were to show their work and were
scored both on'a eight-vrongbasis and partial score basis.

Analyslis of variance was used to analyze the data. For the PST
there also was an analysis of the five instructed problem-solving behav-
iors and of othet problem-solving behaviors.. For. the PSAT, a Newlin-
Keuls method-was used to analyze' the differences between all pairs of
posttest means within each clash.

4. Findings

There were no significant' differences between treatment groups on
the STEP. The author reports differences significant at the .20 level
for three of the six classes on the PST. On a purely desmiptive Muds,
the author reports that in the low-ability classee the. list treatment
had the highest proportion of occurrences of the taught behaviots, while
in the other algebra classes the behaVior instruction treatment haiP the

' 'highest proportion, and in the geometry class the repetition treatment
had thp highest proportion of Occurrences:

Some differences one-the PSAT werT reported-at the .05, .10, and'
.20 levels ofignificance generally favoring the behavior' instruction
and the list procedures over the repetition.

5. ,Interpretations

The author calls attention to Itt unusual nature of the testche
constructed and the instructional materials. He mentions the short time
of treatment and the possibility that some differences reported were,
mores result of regular classroom instruction by the teacher than a
result of the treatment. He also calls attention to the fact that
students in more advanced classes tend to be better problem solvers.
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Critical Commentary

,.., 1/4"`"'

1*W

Presumably, if we knew that certain Strategies were more usefUl
'''..Ahan others, knowing how to get students to use them would bd important

infoimation. Therefore, the question'asked in this.study appears to to
'a reasonable question. However, forcing students to choose strategies
from a multiple-choice list seems to be a dbubtful procedure for deter-
mining what strategies they use. Infacf,"4 used a strategy of counting
on one of the test items shown and of drawing a picture on'the other
and in, neither case was my strategy listed ad a possibility. I Aspect
some students mav_have had a similar difficulty. A case study procedure
would seem to h e been more appropriate than the experimental procedures;
used, especiall light of the "fishing trip" nature of the entire
study. /

As to the statistical procedures used, given the large number of .

times analysis of variance was -tried, the omission of post analysis of
variance tests, the apparent complex4ack of any hypOtheses, and the
willingness of the author to reporl levels of significance as great as
-.20, there appears to be,a rather highprobability that the reported
results could have been produced by a set of random variables.
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